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SEI Acquires
CST Brands Stores
SEI recently
signed an agreement to acquire
convenience stores and gas stations from
CST Brands, Inc. in both the California
and Wyoming markets. The transaction
includes 76 stores in California and 3
stores in Wyoming for the purchase price
of $408 million. The cash deal is expected
to close mid-summer 2016, according to
CST Brands.
In a released statement, SEI said it has
been increasing its merchandise capabilities
and expanding its store network in North
America, and this agreement is intended to
contribute to higher revenues and profits
from convenience store operations in the
region. Through this acquisition, the company said it aims to further expand its store

network and improve convenience in California, where it has existing stores.
SEI’s parent company Seven & i Holdings said it isn’t interested in acquiring the
whole of CST Brands, even as it seeks to expand in the U.S. to offset slowing demand
in Japan, reported Bloomberg. While the
agreement to buy CST’s 79 stores will have
only minimal impact on results for the current year ending in February 2017, it’s expected to contribute to profit over the
medium term and longer, SEI said.

Japan’s Lawson Plans
U.S. Expansion
Japan’s second-biggest convenience
store operator Lawson Inc. is looking to buy
other chains in the U.S. as it speeds up overseas expansion, reported Bloomberg. Lawson isn’t working on any deals at the
moment, although it could take place any
continued on page 18
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Get Avanti
Online!
The National Coalition is proud to
announce that vendors and franchisees
can now read AVANTI, the digital version, online at Issuu.com before you
receive the printed copy! To join the
AVANTI distribution list and receive
a link to the latest issue as soon as
it is uploaded, send an e-mail to
debbie.avanti@verizon.net with the
subject field “AVANTI ONLINE” and
you will receive an email alert as soon as the digital magazine is
posted. Feel free to include your U.S. postal address in the e-mail if you
would also like to be placed on our AVANTI mailing list. AVANTI is also
available on the NCASEF website in pdf format at www.NCASEF.com.
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time given the opportunity, the company said.
“Seven & i Holdings President Ryuichi
Lawson, which operates
Isaka wants to increase the number of
about 12,500 stores in
Japan and 793 outside
7-Elevens in the U.S. to boost market
the country, is targeting
share amid slowing demand in Japan.”
a 26 percent increase to
1,000 overseas shops by
Japanese retail group as it juggles underFebruary 2017.
performing businesses and plots an expanLawson and other chains such as
sion in the U.S., reported Bloomberg.
Seven & i Holdings Co.’s 7-Eleven and
According to the article, Isaka plans to inFamilyMart Co. are seeking overseas excrease the number of 7-Eleven outlets in the
pansion while competing to displace conU.S. to boost its market share amid slowing
ventional grocery shops and restaurants
demand in Japan and as the chain contends
domestically, amid economic malaise in
with intensified competition from rivals
Japan. Lawson has a 5.3 percent market
FamilyMart Co. and Lawson Inc.
share of Japan’s grocery retail sales, second
Although Isaka did not specify how
only to 7-Eleven’s 12.2 percent share. The
many new U.S. stores would be added, forSeven & i-owned chain also leads Japan’s
mer Seven & i chief Toshifumi Suzuki indifast food market with 33.8 percent share,
cated in May 2014 that the company “could
followed by Lawson with 12.4 percent.
increase our store number to 20,000 or even
30,000,” reported CSP Daily News. SevenEleven had a network of 27,059 subsidiary
convenience stores around the world as of
November, including 18,242 in Japan and
After shareholders of Seven & i Hold7,947 in the U.S., and a further 30,417 area
ings approved the appointment of Ryuichi
licensees including in South Korea, SouthIsaka as the company’s president in late
east Asia and Europe as of end-September.
May, the new
head gave himself and his team
100 days to
come up with a
In a given month, 15.1 percent of
plan to sort out
American
consumers visit a 7-Eleven,
the sprawling

Seven & I’s Plans
Include U.S. Expansion

7-Eleven On
‘Popular Store’ List

continued on page 20

The National Coalition Office
The strength of an independent trade association lies
in its ability to promote, protect and advance the best
interests of its members, something no single member
or advisory group can achieve. The independent trade
association can create a better understanding between
its members and those with whom it deals. National
Coalition offices are located in Santa Cruz, California.
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740 Front Street, Suite 170
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Office 831-426-4711
Fax 831-426-4713
E-mail: nationaloffice@ncasef.com

Lhakpa Sherpa, who works in a 7-Eleven
store in Connecticut, recently became the
first woman to climb Mount Everest seven
times, reported Reuters. • Come November,
Colorado residents would get to vote on a
measure that seeks to create a new, taxpayer-financed public health system that
guarantees coverage for everyone, reported
the New York Times. The estimated $38-billion-a-year proposal would be financed by a
new 10 percent tax on payroll and incomes. •
McLane Company Inc. recently announced
the rollout of McLane Kitchen’s nationwide
Fresh Produce+, a turnkey supply chain solution to help operators establish their locations
as destinations for fresh produce. • The rise of
all-day breakfast is creating new opportunities for breakfast sandwiches. Twenty-seven
percent of consumers say they are buying
breakfast sandwiches outside of typical
breakfast hours more often now than they
were a year ago, reveals a new Technomic
study. • Following Governor Wolf's signing of
House Bill 1690, the Pennsylvania Liquor
Control Board (PLCB) pledged its cooperative
commitment to successful implementation of
historic reform to Pennsylvania liquor laws
that will allow for sales of packaged wine
and beer in grocery and convenience
stores. • The chocolate market in the U.S. is
forecast to exceed $30 billion by 2021, according to a new TechSci Research report. The
growth is anticipated based on rising personal disposable income, changing consumer
taste and preferences, and the growing number of innovative product offerings by
chocolate manufacturers. • Dean Foods is
acquiring Friendly’s Ice Cream’s retail and
manufacturing businesses for $155 million,
reported Fortune. Friendly’s manufacturing
and retail ice cream is distributed to over
8,000 retail outlets and generated $166 milcontinued on page 26

Visit the National Coalition
Website: www.ncasef.com

continued from page 18

making 7-Eleven
the 15th most
popular store in
the country, according to a new
ranking by 24/7
Wall St. To determine the nation’s most popular stores,
24/7 Wall St. reviewed data provided by
Placed Insights, which calculated the percentage of Americans 13 and older who
visited various stores in April 2016. The
data also revealed that in the U.S., men are
more likely than women to visit a 7Eleven, one of only a few stores reviewed
where this is the case. The top three stores
on the list are Walmart (52.8 percent),
McDonald’s (49.8 percent) and Subway
(34 percent).

SEI, which operates about 8,500
stores in the U.S. and Canada, plans to
add 200 new locations this year. Capital
expenditures are budgeted at around
$1.65 billion, up by roughly $300 million
from a year earlier. Although a strong
yen will erode the value of 7-Eleven's
earnings to its parent company, Seven &
i forecasts U.S. growth in both sales and
profit this fiscal year, expecting another
strong performance by its U.S. convenience stores and a recovery in earnings
in general merchandise.

7-Eleven Rings Up
Record Profits
SEI is expected to post a record-high
annual operating profit of $682.6 million
in 2016, thanks in part to rising food sales,
reported Nikkei Asian Review. The figure
would represent a 7 percent increase in
SEI’s operating profit. The company's renewed emphasis on quality appears to be
paying off in higher customer traffic and
sales per customer, the article states.
Health-conscious consumers are buying
more salads and sandwiches heavy on
vegetables. Pizza cooked in-store is also
selling well. Daily sales per store are expected to continue to grow in 2016
after rising 5 percent to $4,695 last year.

continued on page 26

“SEI is expected to post a recordhigh annual operating profit of
$682.6 million in 2016.”

Legislative Update
Appeal Against
Seattle's $15 Minimum Wage Rejected
The U.S. Supreme Court will not hear a challenge to Seattle's
$15-an-hour minimum wage from franchise owners who say the law
discriminates against them by treating them as large businesses, reported NBC News. Seattle was one of the first cities in the nation to adopt a law aiming for a $15 minimum wage, giving
small businesses employing fewer than 500 people seven
years to phase it in. Large employers must do so over
three or four years, depending on whether they offer
health insurance to their employees.
Five franchises and the International Franchise Association sued the city, saying the law treats
Seattle's 623 franchises like large businesses because
they are part of multistate networks. But the franchises
say they are small businesses and should have more time to
phase in the higher wage. The justices did not comment on their
order that leaves in place a federal court ruling in favor of Seattle. The president of the International Franchise Association expressed disappointment in the Supreme Court's decision and
said the group was
still deciding what its
next steps will be.
“Fourteen states begin the new year

with higher minimum wages.”
20
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Washington, D.C.
Passes Minimum Wage Hike
The Washington, D.C. Council recently approved a $15-anhour minimum wage bill, and Mayor Muriel Bowser has promised to sign the measure, reported news station WTOP. The bill
will raise the wage by 2020. Minimum wage workers in
the District currently make $10.50. That rate will
increase to $11.50 in July under legislation signed
in 2014 by Bowser’s predecessor, Vincent Gray.
The new measure will boost wages by roughly
70 cents each year after that, until the $15
threshold is reached in 2020. Subsequent yearly
wage increases would be automatic and tied to inflation.
In addition, the bill will increase the tipped minimum
wage to $5 in 2020. Some critical of raising the wage say the costs
incurred by businesses will be passed on to customers. However,
for other small businesses, raising the minimum wage could help
with employee retention and hiring. D.C. joins numerous other
cities around the country and the state of California that have approved a $15-an-hour minimum wage.
continued on page 66
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Central Florida FOA Dives In With
Swim Across America To Fight Cancer
By Ryan Baucom, Swim Across America

Members of the Central Florida 7-Eleven FOA got a firsthand look at the impact of Swim Across
SPONSOR
America (SAA) on local communities during the Tampa Bay Open Water Swim the weekend of May 16.
OR ATTEND
Franchisees Michael Jorgensen and Javed Saleemi represented 7-Eleven during a beneficiary visit to
the Moffitt Cancer Center with Olympians Craig Beardsley, Eric Wunderlich and members of the SAA famAN SAA EVENT
ily prior to the event. It was an opportuIf you want to be more
“THE EVENT RAISED $180,711 TO
nity to see how funds raised by the SAA
involved with a Swim Across
FUND MORE LAB RESEARCH
Tampa Open Water Swim are being used
America event in your region
locally to find a cure in the Metastatic
AT MOFFITT CANCER CENTER.”
or want to learn more about
Melanoma Research Lab at Moffitt.
the SAA mission, please
“Participating in both the Moffitt tour and the Tampa swim further cemented our commitment to
contact Ryan Baucom at
Swim Across America. The work being done at the Moffitt Cancer Center, right here in our backyard, is
ryanb@swimacrossamerica.org
truly groundbreaking,” said Jorgensen. “To know that this work could not be done without funding from
SAA through donations such as ours will continue to drive our desire to help.”
Jorgensen had a great time participating in the swim with
his 11-year-old son William, who competed in an open water
swim for the first time. The event raised $180,711 to fund
more lab research at Moffitt Cancer Center
“This year, through our charity golf outing we were able
to donate over $22,000, and we had six franchisees and two
7-Eleven corporate team members volunteer for the swim,”
said Jorgensen. “Our goals for next year are for our donation
to surpass $25,000 and to have many more FOA members
volunteer and participate in the swim.”
As a charitable partner of the NCASEF, Swim Across
America participants were honored to golf in charitable
tournaments put on by the 7-Eleven Franchise Owners Associations. This partnership has resulted in over $600,000 in
funds raised for Swim Across America and its network of
Franchisees Michael Jorgensen and Javed Saleemi (red Polos)
represented the Central Florida FOA during a tour of the Moffitt Cancer beneficiaries.
Research Center, beneficiary of the Tampa Bay SAA event. President &
The partnership has been motivational for Jorgensen,
CEO Rob Butcher, and staffers Amy Krakauer, Megan Melgaard, Ryan
who noted, “The many SAA volunteers and staff along with
Baucom and Craig Cordell attended from SAA.
the many swimmers we have met over the past few years,
and
their
commitment
to
finding
a cure for cancer are truly inspirational. How can anyone
“SAA’S PARTNERSHIP WITH
who has a conversation with members of the SAA team not be inspired?”
7-ELEVEN FOAs HAS RESULTED IN
In 2016, SAA will hold large, open water swims in Tampa, Dallas, Greenwich, Boston,
OVER $600,000 IN FUNDS RAISED
FOR SWIM ACROSS AMERICA AND the Hamptons, Long Island Sound, Nassau-Suffolk, Seattle, Chicago, Baltimore, Rhode IsITS NETWORK OF BENEFICIARIES.” land, Nantucket, Atlanta, St. Louis and San Francisco.
24
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continued from page 20

Domino's Pizza
Sued Over Wages
The New York attorney general's office
recently sued Domino's Pizza, claiming it is
liable for wage theft by franchisees because

“New York has sued Domino’s
for wage the by franchisees
because the company’s computer calculated workers’ pay.”

the company used a computer system that
it knew under calculated workers' pay, reported the Associated Press. The lawsuit is
the first by Attorney General Eric Schneiderman's office to claim a fast-food company is a "joint employer," meaning it is
liable for labor violations by its franchisees.
It is the latest such case by U.S. regulators
against companies, including McDonald's.
Domino's micromanaged workers at
10 stores owned by three franchisees in New
York City and its suburbs, the lawsuit says,
including ordering the disciplining or firing
continued on page 68

BAY AREA FRANCHISEES PROVE
THE POWER OF COLLABORATION
Fremont, California 7-Eleven franchisees Ashok and Sue Kumar brought together three organizations to help fund the Evening Special Games program at
their local John F. Kennedy High School, which involves the school sports team
holding an evening of athletic activities every month for the school's special needs
students. The school’s principal was so impressed with the donations that he invited Ashok and Sue to make the check presentation at their annual award ceremony attended by students and their parents on June 2, 2016.
The funds were contributed by the franchisees and matched by SEI via the
Project A-Game program, as well as Matters of Community, a local charity founded
in early 2004 by FUSD high school junior Neal Bharadwaj that envisions enhanced
self-esteem, improved social integration and open-minded cultural acceptance of
special needs children around the world into mainstream community through the
use of music, art, theater and sports. The franchisees and Project A-Game contributed $711, while Matters of Community donated $289 for a total of $1,000. SEI
field consultant Herman
Pinkard and Matters of Community volunteer Navin
Bharadwaj were also present
at the ceremony.
The principal announced
that the program would be a
great model for every school
to follow and applauded
Ashok and Sue, SEI and Matters of Community for their
involvement in the youth activity, and for building a valuable relationship and
mainstreaming effort for special needs students.
Ashok and Sue Kumar (far left and right) presented JFK High School

continued from page 18

lion in annual net
sales. Sun Capital
Partners will continue to own and operate
the chain’s 260 U.S. restaurants. • As consumers turn toward healthier foods, more
grocery stores are investing in health
and wellness professionals—including
registered dietitians—to help customers
navigate the myriad decisions on each
shopping trip, reported the Chicago Tribune.
• Chick-fil-A recently launched a mobile
app, Chick-fil-A One, designed to give customers the ability to customize their meal,
order and pay in advance and skip the line
at the register. • When asked which activity
they were most likely to cut spending on as
a result of the 2008 recession’s impact, only
8 percent of millennials polled said they
would cut spending on “buying groceries,” according to the Retale Millennial
Grocery Report. • Nearly $13 million in
cash was stolen from some 1,400 7Eleven store ATMs across Japan in the
space of two hours in early May, reported
the Japan Times. Police suspect the cash
was withdrawn simultaneously using
counterfeit credit cards containing account
information leaked from a South African
bank. • McDonald's is testing fresh, never
frozen beef patties at restaurants in Dallas, reported Business Insider. Expanding
the test would require a massive shake-up
to its supply chain, as the burger chain has
long relied on an extensive network of suppliers who make, freeze, and ship beef patties to its restaurants. • Almost 20 percent
of Americans 65 and older are now working, reported Bloomberg, citing data from
the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. That’s the
most “older people with a job” since the
early 1960s, before the U.S. enacted
Medicare. • The Kroger Co. has earned a
place in the 2016 Newsweek Green Rankings, which assesses the 500 largest publicly traded companies in the U.S. and the
500 largest publicly traded companies
globally on overall environmental performcontinued on page 30

with a check for $1000 for the Evening Special Games.
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TAKING OUR SYSTEM TO THE NEXT LEVEL
BY PAUL LOBANA | Vice President, Southern California FOA
In an ongoing revitalization campaign, 7Eleven stores in the Greater Los Angeles Zone are
being heavily remodeled. Stores in the first phase
have been completed and the second phase has
begun. The remodels have been taking three to
seven days on average. Naturally there have
been some glitches, but they are being worked
out. For example, if the floor needs to be replaced then the store must close until it is completed. Otherwise, the store can remain open
and construction will continue around it.
Along with the remodel, ETA (Expand The
Assortment) is taking place simultaneously. SEI
is setting up entire stores with outside labor
help. If the store is not on the list for remodeling this year, SEI is still proceeding with ETA. In
the end, when remodels and ETA are completed
stores will be up to date and looking spectacular. This creates buzz and excitement within the
community, making other storeowners and
customers excited for their changes. This also
has the potential to greatly increase business.
One challenge that we face is that we have

The Greater Los Angeles Zone was successful in selling the chicken sandwich, and now 7Eleven is expanding its hot foods line with a
cheeseburger. Preparing this food takes extra
labor, and with the increase in the minimum

“Stores in the Greater Los Angeles Zone
are experiencing heavy remodels and
ETA, which creates excitement and
buzz for our customers.”

wage and mandated paid sick leave, we would
like to see higher gross profit in these products. Also, since these are new items, we have
to be aggressive in displaying them in the hot
food case so the customer is aware of the new
hot foods. We are therefore requesting that 7Eleven take the majority part of these writeoffs. We believe this should not be the
franchisee’s responsibility.
We understand that the Greater Los Angeles Zone has Market Prevailing Price (MPP) in place,
“During the rollout of hot foods like
and SEI is trying to also
the chicken sandwich and the
have Urban Promo Pricing
cheeseburger, franchisees have extra
(UPP) in place to increase a
store’s gross profit. All the
labor and lots of writeoﬀs, in
promo in the center of the
addition to higher minimum wage
store is fully funded by the
vendor, we would like to
and mandated paid sick leave.”
see vault promo fully
to learn to make necessary changes, such as not funded, not just partially funded by the vendor.
displaying a box but only the product itself on
These extra gross profit dollars will help offset
the shelf and learning to manage back stock.
the extra labor costs related to the minimum
Also, during an audit, the auditor must be care- wage increase.
ful in counting each individual piece. They canIf the above recommendations can be innot estimate box count.
corporated into the operational plan for all
30
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franchisees, this would result in healthy franchisee operations, making for happy franchisees, happy customers and also benefit SEI
in the bigger picture.

continued from page 26

ance. • Germanybased JAB Holding
Company plans to acquire U.S. doughnut
chain Krispy Kreme for $1.35 billion, the
New York Times reported. • Japan now has
more electric car charging spots than gas
stations—over 40,000 versus 34,000 gas
stations, reported TransportEvolved.com. •
Today there are more than 112,000 gas stations across the country, and most—about
98,000—have incorporated convenience
stores, according to data from the U.S. Census Bureau. The data also reveals that America's gas stations sell over $550 billion worth
of fuel and other items. • Sheetz Convenience Stores has a fully stocked beer cave
at its store in Huntingdon, Pennsylvania
thanks in part to a letter from Governor Tom
Wolf to the state’s Liquor Control Board, the
company said in a released statement. The
store qualifies to sell beer due to its 12-person seating area. • U.S. driving reached 746
billion miles in the first three months of
2016, beating the previous record of 720.1
billion miles set last year, reveals new data
continued on page 38

Getting Back To ‘Quality’Visits
With Our Field Consultants
BY JOE GALEA, EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN, NCASEF

In the last two months franchisees
throughout the country, with help from
corporate, have placed a lot of emphasis
on hot foods. We all understand this is
the direction 7-Eleven is going, because
it will help us remain competitive. The
question that arises in the midst of all this
activity is how effective is the quality visit
from your field consultant during our
transition into hot foods?
We realize hot foods are intended to
help maximize sales and profits, and
field consultants work with franchisees
on some of their needs, but during the
last two or three months it feels less like
the quality visit we expect and more like
it’s back to “policing” our stores. This
change puts more strain on a lot of franchisees as we try to launch a new program while dealing with rising labor
costs due to the minimum wage hikes
being implemented across the country.
During my travels recently I asked
franchisees what has changed with their
quality visit. The majority answered that
they feel their time is no longer their
own. Weekends and evenings used to be
time for the family, but now it seems like
we are on call in case any issue arises at
the store. I realize the importance of a
field consultant texting a franchisee if
there’s a problem that's going to impact
the store, such as a late CDC or a delivery
issue. But we're getting to the point where
we're being summoned to our stores by
our field consultants for issues that could
be rectified by our staff on duty.
In the past, the formula that worked
best for the quality
visits involved your
JOE GALEA
CAN BE REACHED AT
field consultant call831-426-4711 or
ing you the week
joeg@ncasef.com
prior to find out what

is on your agenda so he could come prepared. We have definitely broken away
from that. Now the quality visit is more
about what the topics of the week are, and
those are addressed first.
When you look at the reason for this, I
think it’s simple. Given the changes to our
business, field consultants have been placed
in a position where they need to get all
stores in their area up to the new, universal

“We're getting to the
point where we're being
summoned to our stores by
our field consultants for
issues that could be rectified
by our staff on duty.”
its. My solution is for SEI to allow us to
cook whatever we want for a month and
give it a good shot, then reevaluate the hot
foods program for individual stores. I also
recommend that SEI absorb the write-offs
for every store during that entire month.
This would give us a true indication of hot
foods sales numbers, if not nationwide,
then perhaps in specific regions.

“During the last several months Field Consultant
interaction feels less like the quality visit we expect
and more like it’s back to ‘policing’ our stores.”
standards set by SEI—not only in performance, but also in appearance. So instead of
focusing on helping you maximize your
sales and profits in accordance to your
neighborhood and customers’ needs, your
field consultant is more concerned with
meeting SEI’s numbers. Because of this the
field consultants are overwhelmed and it's
causing a negative feeling. We need to get
away from the demands that are being put
on field consultants by corporate.
I have always supported the hot foods
program, but I believe it needs to be tested
to see which items are best suited to each
store in order to maximum sales and prof-

I believe fixing the hot foods program and repairing our quality visits
with our field consultants will make us
better ready to move the brand forward.
The future is ours, and there are many
things coming, but
we need to establish goals
that will
lead
to mutual
satisfaction
and profits
for franchisees
and SEI.
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The Culture Of This
Franchise System Must Change
ERIC H. KARP, ESQ., GENERAL COUNSEL TO NCASEF

For hundreds of years, social scientists
have debated the nature versus nurture conundrum. Are we a product of our DNA
and the genes we inherited from our ancestors, or are we the product of the environment that raised us, including the influence
of our family, teachers and friends? Or both?
As lawyers, we are taught from the first
day of law school that the relationship between two parties is governed by their written agreement. Indeed, the full array of state
and federal laws that govern franchising are
centered on what is or is not in the franchise
agreement. In addition, nearly every franchise agreement, including the 7-Eleven Individual Store Franchise Agreement, has a
so-called “integration clause” which states
essentially that the Franchise Agreement
contains the “entire, full and complete
agreement between us and you concerning
the Store.”
Yet, having represented independent
franchisee associations, franchise advisory
councils, and individual franchisees for
three decades, I have come to believe that
the culture of a franchise system is at least
as important as the written agreement. It is
that culture which defines the quality of the
day-to-day relationship between a franchisor and its franchisees. So as we anticipate the secret behind the scenes creation
of the 2019 Franchise Agreement, franchisees must also consider that no matter
what that contract provides, this system will
not be positioned to meet the seemingly

“Having represented independent franchisee associations, franchise
advisory councils, and individual franchisees for three decades,
I have come to believe that the culture of a franchise system
is at least as important as its written agreement.”
endless stream of internal and external
challenges that it faces, unless and until the
culture of the system changes—and
changes radically.
Here is how one commentator, writing
on the website of the International Franchise Association, a franchisor-oriented

trade organization, described the need for
a positive culture in a franchise system:
Beliefs, values, ethics and purpose must
all be aligned for a perfect match between the franchise system and franchisees. In fact, the culture of the entire
organization is made up of this matched

“This system will not be positioned to meet the
seemingly endless stream of internal and external challenges that it faces until the culture of
the system changes—and changes radically.”

combination. It is truly a
combined responsibility.
The franchise company must
create the culture that provides a fair
place to conduct business and communicate business matters. Additionally, the
franchise organization should nurture it
through all avenues and means possible.
It’s not enough to say, “We have a culture.” It is a must to live it. (See www.franchise.org/steps-to-improve-the-franchis
or-franchisee-relationship. April 2007.)
What is the culture of the 7-Eleven
franchise system? If asked to provide a franchise culture mission statement of this company, which likely does not exist on paper
but is nevertheless readily apparent to all
franchisees and their representatives, I
would say that it would be marked by lack
of transparency; secrecy; passive aggressive
behavior; hidden agendas; treatment of
franchisees as de facto store managers and
not independent contractors; heavy handed
store level supervision and oversight; franchise system governance through LONs
and default notices; and generally keeping
franchisees at arms-length to the maximum
extent possible.
Just look at the results of the franchisee
survey published by the National Coalition
in 2016:
• 75 percent of respondents stated that SEI
does not trust its franchisees.
continued on page 36
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The Culture Of This Franchise System Must Change
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• Only 37 percent are proud to be an SEI
franchisee.
• Only 26 percent would franchise all over
again, if given the choice.
• Only 16 percent would recommend an
SEI franchise to family or friends.
• Only 9 percent believe that SEI treats them
as independent contractors.
More importantly, having been advised
that SEI created its own survey of franchisees, the National Coalition proposed
that prior to publishing the results of its survey, that the survey results conducted by it
and by SEI be informally exchanged and
then discussed in a nonpublic setting. This
would give the company and the National
Coalition the opportunity to have a meaningful dialogue about the issues and concerns that, as demonstrated by the survey,
are at the forefront in the franchise community. The offer was declined.
More recently, we asked SEI to stop demanding that franchisees be forced to sign
a new franchise agreement with a graduated

“To suggest that the
system can sell its way
out of the minimum
wage challenge is
pure fantasy.”
wiches sold by a franchisee against his or
her peers in the
market. There have
even been suggestions on how franchisees
should
change their staffing
levels in order to be able to
sell more chicken sandwiches.
However, as every franchisee understands,
the issue is profit, not volume. To suggest
that the system can sell its way out of the
minimum wage challenge is pure fantasy.
We know that Franchise Consulting
Group concluded an extensive study of
this franchise system at the request and at

“The pressure being put on franchisees has been relentless,
and has included daily comparisons of the number of
chicken sandwiches sold by a franchisee against his or
her peers in any given market.”
gross profit split when the master lease expires, but instead to await the outcome of
the litigation that is now pending in New
York that would determine whether or not
this process violates the rights of franchisees. We saw this as a reasonable and balanced proposal that would save legal fees for
all concerned, and allow a court to resolve
the dispute. The offer was declined.
The recent full-court press regarding
chicken sandwiches is yet another example.
The pressure being put on franchisees has
been relentless, and has included daily comparisons of the number of chicken sand36
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the expense of SEI. This study involved interviews of dozens of SEI executives and
franchisees. They extensively analyzed
every aspect of the business. (For more information about this consulting the company, see http://franchiseconsulting.com.)
The report was delivered to SEI on March
16, 2016 and a presentation to senior executives was made the following week. Despite repeated requests, we have not been
shown this report, or any part of it. However, we have good reason to believe that
this report contains extensive criticisms of
the culture of this franchise company, in-

dicating that the culture is a barrier to advancing the brand, meeting competition
and expanding market share.
In fact, I am disclosing here and now,
for the first time, that your General Counsel was interviewed as part of the consulting group project. I was asked
a very simple question: what do
you think is the number one
issue facing franchisees in
the system? I could have
mentioned the 2019 franchise contract; shrinking
gross profit; the regressive
nature of the graduated gross
profit split that is being forced on
franchisees when the master lease
expires; heavy reliance upon low-margin
fresh foods and promotions; the needless
secrecy shrouding the supply chain contracts; insufficient gasoline commissions;
the open checkbook for the purchase of
gasoline assets while all too many franchised locations are in need of remodeling;
forcing on franchisees the elevated cost of
maintaining equipment that is beyond its
useful life; a gasoline pricing policy that
sacrifices the interests of franchisees in
favor of gasoline profit for SEI; increasing
control over day-to-day operations; and the
utter lack of meaningful response to the
challenge presented by increasing minimum wage rates across the country.
Instead, I opined that the number one
challenge is the closed, contentious and at
times dismissive attitude that SEI displays
towards its franchisees. I explained that
there is a lot of talk and a lot of discussion
through the National Coalition, the NBLC
and the Roundtable. But too much of this
talk, on matters other than those which are
strictly operational, is designed to create the
illusion of meaningful collaboration, and to
kick the can down the road and run out the
clock. I explained to Franchise Consulting
Group that until this franchise company
continued on page 38
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starts to think of its franchisees as stakeholders, partners and collaborators, the internal and external challenges will continue
to mount unaddressed.
In addition, the lack of meaningful dialogue regarding the 2019 contract, unfortunately consistent with the disappointing
and counterproductive culture of this company, is causing great consternation and
concern in the franchise community, at a
level which indicates that some are unwilling to simply wait for the shoe to drop.
I recently participated in a seminar presented at the International Franchise Association Legal Symposium in Washington,
D.C. The title of the
seminar was “FranERIC H. KARP
CAN BE REACHED AT
chisee Associations,
617-423-7250
Friend or Foe?” To my
ekarp@wkwrlaw.com
audience, I stated that

“The National Coalition
proposed that prior to
publishing the results of its
survey, the survey results
conducted by it and by SEI
be informally exchanged
and then discussed in a
nonpublic setting. The
offer was declined.”
the answer to this question is very simple: it’s
up to every Franchisor. If you want your
franchisees to be your ally and your friend,
then create a culture that treats them like
your ally and your friend.
SEI has exactly the same choice.

continued from page 30

from the Federal
Highway Administration. For a sense of scale, 746 billion miles
is roughly 286.9 times as far as the International Space Station has traveled since
it began orbiting in 1998. • An Australian
federal court has fined a western Sydney 7Eleven operator more than $200,000 for deliberately short-changing two migrant
employees and falsifying records, reported
ABC News. • Core-Mark Holding Company,
Inc. announced it has signed an agreement
to acquire substantially all of the assets of
distributor Pine State Convenience, a division
of Pine State Trading Company located in
Gardiner, Maine. • In support of Team USA,
Hershey’s Milk Chocolate Bar will be
switching the traditional silver lettering to
continued on page 46
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TO BE OR NOT TO BE:
THE FRANCHISE BUSINESS MODEL
BY JAS DHILLON
NCASEF VICE CHAIRMAN

“To be, or not to be...” is the opening
phrase of a soliloquy in the “Nunnery Scene”
of William Shakespeare's play, Hamlet. In the
speech, a despondent Prince Hamlet contemplates death and suicide while waiting for
Ophelia, the love of his life.
I have not submitted articles to Avanti
for several issues. This was intentional, as I
have been on a quest, like Hamlet, contemplating my future and the future of the franchise business model. In many ways I have
felt like a spectator to a sad play. On the stage
I watch the actors—franchisees and company executives—talk past each other, not
really listening to the genuine concerns of either party. A few short years ago the general
mood of the franchise community was one
of happiness and joy. We had our problems,
to be sure, but for the most part store operators were enjoying financial success. That
has changed rapidly, and now franchising as
a business model is under tremendous stress
from external and internal factors.
External factors include intrusive regulatory oversight, competition and the arbitrary doubling of the minimum wage.
This last item, because of our unique
arrangement with our franchisor, will lead
to many of our peers losing their stores. Internally, the stress is coming from unrealistic sales planning goals, ongoing
acquisitions with stores in close proximity
to existing stores, and yes, our unique franchise agreement, which has been formulated to make windfall profits for our
franchisor, but provides very little help or
extra resources for the franchisees whose
stores are facing a huge wage increase.
Let me explain.
JAS DHILLON
The
only
way for a
CAN BE REACHED AT
818-571-1711
franchisee to address
or
a huge wage increase
jasdhillon@
rocketmail.com
is by raising retail

“Based on SEI's own
unabashed statements, and
audited financials by KMPG,
clearly ‘it's the best of times’
for Dallas. The most recent
audited statement shows a
$780 million gross profit on
gasoline for SEI.”
prices. Cutting labor costs only contributes
to lost sales because service suffers. When
we increase retail prices, our franchise partner derives a windfall due to the splitting of
gross profits. So when your local SEI field
team sheds those big crocodile tears while
they tell you of your coming mandated $15an-hour minimum wage scale, remember—
those are tears of joy because they are about
to make their bonus from your misfortune.
With most of the stores going to the
Graduated Gross Profit Split (GGPS), SEI is
having the best of times. Several years ago I

bid to purchase CST Brands, Valero Energy.
SEI has denied making the bid, having recently paid $450 million for just 79 CST gas
stores in mid-June of this year.
NCASEF recently commenced a comprehensive gasoline study to find out more
about 7-Eleven’s gas business and the findings were alarming. (Ask your FOA leadership about this.) While I do not want to write
any more on gasoline, I am personally aware
that gas stores (one out of four 7-Eleven
stores) are not adequately compensated. It's
shameful when your franchisor is hauling in
nearly $1 billion dollars on gasoline profits
on one quarter of the stores and you get a
penny and a half. Perhaps all of the new acquisitions, including the soon to be rebranded competitor down the
street, is being purchased
with dollars that formerly
were yours.
Let's get back to an
issue that will drive the
profits out of the stores:

“A few short years ago the general mood of
the franchise community was one of happiness
and joy. Now franchisees are under tremendous
stress from both external and internal factors.”

wrote an article called “A Tale of Two Stores,”
based on Charles Dickens’ famous novel A
Tale of Two Cities. The article ended with the
line, “It was the best of times and the worst
of times. Which is it for you as a franchisee?”
Based on SEI's own unabashed statements and audited financials by KMPG,
clearly "it's the best of times" for Dallas! The
most recent audited statement shows a $780
million gross profit on gasoline for SEI. By
the time I decided to write this article, Seven
& I Holdings was rumored to have put in a

minimum wage and GGPS. In any other franchise business the franchisee raises the price
and the parent company collects a simple royalty. In my 7-Eleven business, any amount I
raise Dallas gets half. So by raising prices I may
put my location at a disadvantage once my
store crosses a certain threshold, because SEI
takes a bigger chunk out of my income
through GGPS. The more successful I am, the
more SEI punishes me. There was a time
when, if a franchisee was successful, SEI was
continued on page 45
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successful, which was a clear win-win for
everyone. Now if I win, I lose, and if SEI wins
… well, you know the answer. Add to all of this
the prospect of high inflation in the economy,
and we have a prescription for disaster, as all
new profit flows directly to the franchisor.
Moreover, I signed a franchise agreement to become a convenience store franchisee, but somewhere along the line I
became a fast food restaurant that sells pizza,
wings, burgers and chicken sandwiches. I
am also a bakery. SEI's current mantra is,
“Hey, we are investing loads of capital on
equipment and therefore you should invest
in payroll.” A smart business entrepreneur
will figure this out in a minute: a capital expenditure is depreciated over time and
under provisions of the tax code recaptures
those dollars by reducing SEI’s taxable net

income. This also assumes that SEI is actually purchasing the equipment and not receiving freebies from vendors.
My payroll is NOT an investment. In
fact, each dollar I spend on payroll not only
reduces my net income, it also increases my
Worker’s Comp premium and causes me to
pay more for my employees’ Social Security
and Medicare. This is a false equivalent.
When your FC feeds you that line about “investing” in labor dollars, tell him or her that
would best be accomplished by a 45-55 split
in your favor.
As the saying goes, “This country was
built by men in denims and will be destroyed
by men in suits.” Franchisees built this brand
by hard work, determination and many
sleepless nights. We endured bankruptcies,
LBOs and megalomaniacal management
teams. We suffered through
“It's shameful when your franchisor is El Taco, Santiago and Gamehauling in nearly $1 billion dollars on day beers, the Simpsons, and
numerous other marketing
gasoline profits on one quarter of the
or merchandise plans that
stores and you get a penny and a half.” didn’t quite succeed.

“Internally our stress is coming
from unrealistic sales planning goals, ongoing acquisitions with stores in close
proximity to existing stores,
and our unique franchise
agreement formulated to
make windfall profits for our
franchisor, with very little help
or extra resources for the franchisees whose stores are facing a huge wage increase.”
I’m not sure it’s worth it any more, and
I do not have any hope that the 2019 franchise agreement will right the ship. SEI has
become addicted to the model that rewards
them for our hard work.
Having said this, I want to know your
thoughts about “To be, or not to be ... a
franchisee?” I've shared mine, and I would
love hear yours.

PLEASE CHANGE THE BUSINESS MODEL!
HASHIM SYED
NCASEF VICE CHAIRMAN, FOAC VICE PRESIDENT

SEI’s current business model is badly in
need of repair, especially for owners of lowvolume stores. We are facing a very bleak future as the world rapidly changes around us
and we barely manage to keep up. If 7Eleven is to remain the top c-store chain in
the country, we need a system that fully supports ALL franchisees no matter what obstacles may come our way.
Our biggest challenge at the moment
is the minimum
wage rate increases
HASHIM SYED
CAN BE REACHED AT
occurring in cities
hj.syed@gmail.com
and states nationor 847-293-8551
wide. To date, our
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franchisor has not provided us with
a suitable solution to our rising
labor costs, especially considering the extra labor
hours we now require for the hot

“We can't
offer foodservice without
remodeling stores to
look like we are in the
foodservice business.”

foods program. Obtaining the lowest cost
of goods would help alleviate the pain of
our increasing payrolls, but SEI has not
delivered despite years of promises. The
fact of the matter is that our franchisor
has failed to help the financially struggling franchisees in any real way. SEI has
added insult to our injuries by telling already overworked franchisees that they
should raise prices and work harder to increase sales to offset the increase in minimum wages.
Another challenge for many franchisees, especially those with low-volume
continued on page 46
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stores, is the hot foods program. This is
attributed to many factors, chief of which
are lack of a sufficient customer base in
many stores to begin with, lack of advertising in main media, writeoffs, and the
pitiful lack of store remodels that would
make our stores fresh food destinations in
our customers’ eyes.
Frankly, you can't offer foodservice
without making the store look like it is in
the foodservice business. If SEI wants to
have hot foods in every store, including
low volume stores that don't have the customer base, then the company will need
to develop a special plan for
those stores because financially they will not be able to
survive. That's very clear in
Chicagoland. We have a lot
of low-volume stores, and
after they introduced the hot
foods program, those stores are struggling. The hot foods program is simply
not working for them.
So I propose the following changes to
the business model for our system:
1. Unless something is done to help
low-volume stores, the current financial
environment demands that SEI close
these underperforming stores because it
requires a good customer base to sell hot
foods and be profitable. This is quite evident, especially in Chicagoland, where the
hot foods program was launched last year
and is not working in low volume stores.
The franchisees from these stores should
have the opportunity to move to better
performing locations.
2. There is no questioning that 7Eleven must move into foodservice, as
cigarette and tobacco sales are waning
thanks to new laws on the local, state and
national levels becoming increasingly

more restrictive. However, SEI needs to
invest heavily both in store remodels and
main media advertising if we want to convince potential customers that 7-Eleven
stores are good destinations for hot and
fresh food.
3. The 50 percent gross profit split is
no longer workable because of the increase in our operations costs caused by
higher wages and the increased labor
hours required for the foodservice
business. Franchisees’ share of GP
must be more than SEI, depending on the sales volume
of the store.
4. There should be no
conditions placed on storeowners if SEI decides to keep
the low-volume stores open,
and the company should offer existing franchisees of low-volume stores
the same new financial incentives it’s offering to new, prospective buyers of low-volume stores to ensure that they remain in
business.
5. Since SEI has failed to provide the
lowest cost of goods from its hand-picked
approved vendors, they now must allow
franchisees to buy from vendors of their
own choosing—without any restrictions—in order to obtain the best deals
they can.
Given that the 2019 Agreement is
just around the corner and our National
Coalition is presently fighting for franchisee input on the development of the
new contract, there is no better time than
now to push for these changes. At the very
least, we must put pressure on SEI upper
management to craft a new Agreement
under which franchisees could begin to
prosper, ensuring a brighter future for all
parties involved.

“Hot Foods challenges franchisees in low volume
stores for many reasons: lack of a sufficient
customer base, lack of media advertising, writeoffs,
and the lack of store remodels that would make our
stores fresh food destinations in our customers’ eyes.”
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red, white and blue for
the first time in the
history of the bar. • Data from the Bureau for
Labor Statistics reveals that the share of
workers paid minimum wage or below has
shrunk in the past few decades from about
15 percent to about 3 percent. • A new survey
commissioned by Cintas Corporation and conducted by Harris Poll identifies common issues that would keep shoppers away from
retail establishments: general bad odor,
dirty restrooms, dirty surfaces, and entryway cleanliness. • Sports Authority, once the
nation's largest sporting goods retailer, announced through bankruptcy court documents that it is closing all 450 of its stores,
reported CNN Money. The company said
store-closing sales began May 25 and can go
through the end of August. • The 2016 Bond
Loyalty Report reveals that 81 percent of consumers are more likely to continue doing
business with brands that offer loyalty programs. Only 22 percent of respondents are
very satisfied with the level of personalization
they're getting from brands, yet, satisfaction is
eight times higher when programs are highly
personalized. • U.S. Defense Secretary Ash
Carter recently issued new policy guidelines
aimed at curbing tobacco use within America's military that include raising the prices of
tobacco on military bases to match local market prices, reported Reuters. The policy also
includes widening smoke-free zones in areas
frequented by children. • A New Jersey
woman paid tribute to her late sister’s memory with a custom-made White Castle cremation urn. "Let's treat ourselves," became
the catch phrase during the sisters' special
trips to White Castle after treatments for terminal brain cancer, and is prominently featured on the urn. • Employer-sponsored
insurance is the leading source of health
insurance within the convenience store industry, offered to 78 percent of hourly employees, according to the NACS State of the
Industry Compensation Report of 2015. The
study also reveals that the mean c-store sales
associate turnover is 93 percent. • Foodservice
Training Portal recently released its newest
course, Active Shooter Prep—an online tool
to educate Foodservice, Hospitality, Convencontinued on page 64
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New Overtime Rules Impact
7-Eleven Franchisees
By Ruthie L. Goodboe and Diane M. Saunders
For over a year, 7-Eleven franchisees have
been hearing that new overtime rules were on
their way. Now they are here. These regulations issued by the U.S. Department of Labor
(DOL) change who is exempt and who must
be paid overtime. These changes could take a
big bite out of franchisee profits. If you have
managers or other employees making a yearly
salary over $23,660, who are currently exempt
from overtime, soon they will have to make at
least $47,476 in yearly salary payments to
keep that exempt status. One way or another,
franchisees will either have to pay more—by
increasing salaries or paying for extra hours
and overtime—or they will need to restructure
the jobs of managers to meet the new law.
KEY CHANGES
Right now, if you pay your managers or
other exempt employees a salary of $23,660 or
more per year, you do not have to pay them
overtime for any hours worked over 40 in a
workweek. But, starting December 1, 2016, the
DOL is increasing the minimum salary level to
$47,476. This means you must either pay that
same employee a salary of at least $47,476 per
year or pay them for all hours worked, including
overtime for hours worked over 40 in a workweek.
So what does that mean for franchisees?
Here are some examples of what happens
starting December 1, 2016:
• If you have an employee who you pay a
salary of $47,476 or more per year, that employee remains exempt from overtime. There
is no change right now. But the under the
new regulations the minimum level will be
adjusted every three years.
• If you have an employee who has a salary of
$23,660 or more, but that salary is less than
$47,476 per year and that employee works
OVER 40 hours per week, you will either have
to increase the salary to $47,476 or pay that
employee for every hour worked, including
paying time and a half for all hours worked

over 40 hours in a workweek UNLESS the employee gets bonuses or incentives that bring
the pay to $47,476 or more. That employee
would be exempt from overtime as long as
two things happen: 1) the bonuses or incentives are paid on a quarterly basis (or more
frequently like monthly or weekly); AND 2) the
bonuses and incentives do not count for more
than ten percent of the standard salary level.

WHAT SHOULD
FRANCHISEES DO
NOW?

STEP 1: LOOK AT
SALARIES OF ALL
“EXEMPT” EMPLOYEES
Take a look at all of your employees who are classified as “exempt” employees, meaning you do
not pay them overtime. What is each
employee’s salary? If they are being paid
$47,467 or more per year in salary, you do not
have to make any changes. If they are making
less than $47,467 in salary and they get
bonuses or incentive pay, make sure the total
pay equals $47,467 or more. But remember, in
order to count bonuses and incentive pay as
part of the minimum requirement, the bonuses
must be paid on a quarterly basis (or more
often) and cannot equal more than ten percent
of the total pay.

STEP 2: COLLECT
INFORMATION ABOUT WORK
HOURS AND STAFFING NEEDS
For those employees you currently have as
“exempt” and make less than $47,467 per
year, find out how many hours they actually
work each week—including work they do outside of normal business hours, work they do
when they are not in the store and work done
on mobile phones and via email, for example
communicating with other employees about
schedules, etc. Do not forget to count travel

time hours for work. This information will help
you understand how many hours these employees actually work and how many hours
you need them to work to keep your store running properly. It will also help you figure out
the potential costs of converting some or all
employees to nonexempt or keeping certain
employees exempt by paying them the new
minimum.

STEP 3: CONSIDER THE
OPTIONS
While there is no doubt this will be costly,
there are several options franchisees should
consider:
• Increase salaries of some or all exempt
employees to the new minimum—
maybe create different levels of managers with different salaries based
on sales volume or location;
• Reduce or eliminate bonuses and incentive pay for those exempt employees whose total pay already meets the new
minimum—and increase their salaries by
these bonus and incentive amounts;
• Change bonus and incentive pay programs so
they are paid on a quarterly or more frequent
basis to meet new requirements while continuing to motivate employees who receive
them; and
• Reclassify current exempt employees that do
not meet the new minimum and pay them
hourly, or change their compensation structure to pay them on a commission or fluctuating-workweek basis. If you do make these
employees nonexempt, make sure you talk to
them about timekeeping, meal and rest
breaks, and other wage and hour requirements. Finally, take steps to minimize the
amount of overtime worked such as hiring
more staff at certain locations and times to
eliminate overtime hours.

STEP 4: ADD UP THE NUMBERS
Once you have collected and reviewed all
the information, you can try different apcontinued on page 50
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New Overtime Rules Impact 7-Eleven Franchisees continued from page 49
proaches to see what the costs
will be depending on which option you choose.
Add up the cost of increasing your exempt employees to the
new minimum salary level. Then, add up the
costs of converting exempt employees to
nonexempt, hourly employees by using the
number of hours actually being worked from
Step 2 and calculating the total amount that
would have to be paid for 40 hours of work
plus any overtime. Then compare the two.
For example: You have two managers, and
each manager makes $30,000 per year and normally works 50 hours per week. Each man-

ager’s hourly rate is $11.50. After December 1,
in order to meet the new requirements, you
would either have to pay each manager at least
$47,476 (to remain exempt) or pay each manager on an hourly basis for 40 hours of regular
time and 10 hours of overtime each week.
• The cost of increasing both managers pay to
the minimum amount to remain exempt
would be $17,476 per manager—a total of
$34,952 per year.
• The cost of converting both managers to
nonexempt, hourly employees (and not restructuring their jobs to avoid 10 hours per
week of overtime) would be $32,890 per
manager ($460 regular pay + $172.50 overtime pay = $632.50
per week per man“The new changes to the overtime rule will
ager)—a total of
have an enormous impact on franchisees. By
collecting this information and trying different $65,780 per year.
Calculating difoptions now, you can get a better picture of
ferent combinations
how these changes will impact you.”
of these costs will

give you a better understanding of the effect of
these changes and help determine which option is best for you.

STEP 5: PREPARE FOR
THE CHANGES
The new changes to the overtime rule will
have an enormous impact on franchisees. By
collecting this information and trying different options now, you can get a better picture
of how these changes will impact you. That
way, you can pick the right approach and
make the necessary changes in time to comply with the new rule by the effective date of
December 1, 2016.
Ruthie Goodboe is a Shareholder at Ogletree Deakins
in its Pittsburgh and Detroit (Metro) offices and a
member of the firm’s Retail Practice Group. She can be
reached at ruthie.goodboe@ogletreedeakins.com.
Diane Saunders is a Shareholder in the Boston office
and is the Co-Chair of the firm’s Retail Practice Group.
Diane can be reached at diane.saunders@ogletreedeakins.com.
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When Computers Take Over
By Jack W. Rugen, President United Franchise Owners Of Long Island
Editor, Soundwave Magazine

In the 1968 epic sci-fi movie 2001: A
Space Odyssey, HAL9000 (short for Heuristically programmed ALgorithmic computer)
onboard the Discovery One spacecraft is
tasked with maintaining the ship's systems
during a mission to Jupiter. HAL is capable
of speech and expression recognition, natural language processing, lip reading, art appreciation, interpreting emotional behaviors,
automated reasoning, and playing chess.
In the film, astronauts David Bowman
and Frank Poole consider disconnecting
HAL’s cognitive circuits when he appears to
be mistaken in reporting the presence of a
fault in the spacecraft’s communications
antenna. The decision is made to shut HAL
down completely after the onboard computer begins to malfunction, in an attempt
to prevent more serious breakdowns. Faced
with the prospect of disconnection, HAL
decides to kill the astronauts to protect and
continue its programmed directives, and to
conceal its mal-functionality from its superiors on Earth.
Of course, this could never occur in real
life. But, are we so sure? In fact, I might be
experiencing something similar, but not so
dramatic or dangerous. Recently and in the
not-so-recent past, I’ve noticed some of my
custom retails have been changed for some
inexplicable reason. Who or what changed
these custom prices to .04 cents and .07
cents, respectively, on some occasions is
beyond me (and probably, HAL too). I’ve
alerted my field consultant to this anomaly
but have not yet received a satisfactory response from him or IT. These have occurred in the cigarette and non-alcoholic
beverages categories.
In fact, the IT within the realm of our
ISP leaves a lot to be desired. It seems outdated, dysfunctional and obsolete. When
one navigates through the ABC analysis to
narrow the assortment mix, the system
shows its vulnerability. It doesn’t allow you

“DO I BELIEVE OUR BACKROOMS WILL EXPERIENCE A ‘HAL
TAKEOVER’ IN WHICH AN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE BECOMES
THE DOMINANT FORM OF INTELLIGENCE, WITH COMPUTERS OR
ROBOTS TAKING CONTROL OF THE PLANET? NOT IF THEY USE
THE HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FROM OUR ISPS!”
to delete an item then go to the next SKU. It
doesn’t even take the you back to the original ABC analysis screen; it relapses back to
the initial screen where everything in the
particular category is jumbled up again,
forcing the user to initiate the ABC analysis
for each individual item to narrow.
There is talk among the convenience
store community that robots will soon replace our sales associates. The technology
exists. Since the advent of the Internet and
smartphones, customers expect information
instantly. Unfortunately, retail workers don’t
make enough to be educated on all the products in the store. Retailers can bridge this
knowledge gap with informational kiosks, or
eventually, robots that can answer questions.
A computer program that faithfully emulates a human brain or that otherwise runs
algorithms that are equally as powerful
could become a super-intelligence if it can
think many orders of magnitude faster than
a human. Biological neurons operate at
about 200Hz, whereas a modern microprocessor operates at a speed of about two
trillion Hz. In 2013, Shop24 opened a new
robotic convenience store at San Francisco
State University. It is self-contained, refrigerated and designed to enable 24/7/365 consumer purchasing. Shop24 brings an
innovative idea to ultra-convenience, dispensing a variety of items such as snacks,
cleaning supplies, medicine, and even full
meals closer to the customer and in a fraction of the time it takes to drive to and shop
at a traditional brick-and-mortar convenience store. Maybe our sales associates, managers and even franchisees will be replaced

by some robot or humanoid someday, especially in the wake of the $15 minimum wage
initiatives spreading all over the country.
Do you think 7-Eleven, Inc. can be so innovative and imaginative? I have to wonder,
especially since hedge fund managers now
control our parent company, Seven & I Holdings, and are more concerned with the enterprise’s bottom line for shareholders than
innovation and franchisee profit. Heck, I may
just walk away
“In 2013, Shop24 from this busiopened a new
ness if the new
robotic conven- agreement is
ience store at
unworthy of my
existence as a 7San Francisco

State University.
It is self-contained, refrigerated and
designed to
enable
24/7/365
consumer
purchasing.”
Eleven franchisee in 2019. Can
you imagine what’ll happen if we all did that?
Do I believe our backrooms will experience a “HAL Takeover” in which an artificial
intelligence becomes the dominant form of intelligence on Earth, with computers or robots
effectively taking control of the planet away
from the human race? Not if they use the
hardware and software from our ISPs!
JACK RUGEN can be reached at
516.647.4617 or jackrugen@hotmail.com.
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I Would Rather
Have A Gold Watch...
By M. Carmen Hiebing Retired 7-Eleven Franchisee

A lot of franchisees have been asking me
to write a summary of what transpired during
my changeover. I have agonized at relaying
my story and hesitated doing so at the risk of
hurting anyone. I apologize in advance, as I
know feelings will be hurt. Truly, that is not
my intention. My sincere intention is to help
you, my fellow franchisee, to be aware of what
happened to me so that you can avoid these
issues and SEI can be more respectful to you
when you become an outgoing franchisee. As
you read this, after 23 years I will have been
out of the system more than a year—April 28,
2015. So you see, truly I have been dragging
my feet to share my experience.
In preparing to exit your store, there is a
lot of commotion going on—remodeling,
removing equipment, installing equipment,
multiple repairs, fearful employees, emotional employees and customers, re-merchandising and resetting the entire store,
clearing out the office and cleaning out stor-

already cleaned out what I felt were
dead items and I had checked
every item in my store for code
dates. Little did I know that this
would become the biggest out of
control mess. Frankly, I
don't think my field consultant realized the extent of
SEI's interpretation of cleaning
out dead items until much later.
April 6 (3 weeks out): Field consultant tells
me she is going on vacation—I couldn't believe it. I began thoroughly detailing my store.
I started with the cooler.
April 16: The Reset Team, Market Manager and field consultant meet at my store.
Antonio and Garrett start marking merchandise carried in order to reset and remove dead items.
April 21: I need help—I have write-offs
that are sitting in totes. I can't sell merchandise that is boxed up. I need payroll infor-

“IN THE CONFUSION OF CHANGEOVER, MY CASH
REPORT WAS SHORT $250. INSTEAD OF TAKING
THE MONEY BACK FROM THE NEW OWNER AND
RETURNING IT TO ME, MY CASH REPORT WAS
ADJUSTED TO REFLECT $250 LESS.”
age of 23 years. Most of this happened for
me the last several weeks of my business. I
wish that all merchandising and ordering
product for the current schematics could be
done with the new franchisee. I know that is
not the way SEI wants it to be, but I feel that
would alleviate a lot of the stress, because
once you leave, it is difficult to fix.
Following is an outline from my personal
calendar of what transpired:
March (6 weeks out): I had been asking
my field consultant, "What do I need to do?"
I was told to start cleaning out the dead items
and clean out my office. In my opinion, I had

mation help for final pay. The field
consultant is too busy. I worked late and was
present when McLane delivery was received.
The driver said we are receiving a triple size
order! Please note: merchandise has been
boxed up to be written-off, yet I am receiving new orders for the same items. Why did
they get written off only to get reordered, the
exact same items?
April 22: Field consultant created a return to McLane of the merchandise that
was over-ordered.
April 23: The McLane order was received, yet we still have three totes in the

“In preparing to
exit your store,
there is a lot of commotion—remodeling,
removing equipment,
installing equipment,
multiple repairs, fearful
employees, emotional employees
and customers, re-merchandising
and resetting the entire store,
clearing out the office and cleaning out storage of 23 years.”
backroom and five-plus more on the sales
floor that did not fit on the shelves from the
previous delivery.
April 24: Graeme, Antonio and my field
consultant meet at the store to figure out
why I have so much merchandise ordered
that could not possibly fit on the shelves. I
was told by my field consultant and Antonio, "Not to worry, the market is going to
absorb all the write-offs."
It’s Friday, 4 p.m., and candy "write-offs"
are put into the waterfall display at the
front counter and marked down. More
merchandise was put on a small shelf. Numerous totes had to be stored in every corner of the store. Does that make sense? I
had two days to sell approximately $5,000
worth of merchandise off a candy waterfall
and two 24-inch shelves?
April 27: For three weeks I had been
cleaning and scrubbing my store in places
that you wouldn't have even thought to look.
As I walked into work I was greeted by ceiling tiles being replaced—not all of them, but
just enough to trash my store, trailing out the
front door to the dumpster. My clean, clean
store! I wanted to cry. This is the day before
changeover and my store looks like someone
took white cement and layered it all over
everything!! So instead of preparing my final
continued on page 58
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paperwork for the fol- that I needed help with but was not able to get after I sent and closed the cash report. I crelowing day, I spend the straightened out until this morning, so that ated a CHD and asked my field consultant
night cleaning up the delayed the close of day by two hours. I was to let me know if the $250 bounced back the
mess until 11:30 p.m. told by my field consultant we would "End the next day and to follow up with CHD. She
There is no way I Day" AFTER audit, which I was surprised to never did follow up as requested.
At 2:30 p.m. (I am now home) I called my
would hand over such a hear. When in fact, Antonio wanted to “End
mess to the new fran- the Day” at 6:00 a.m., which did not happen field consultant and asked for a copy of all
chisee. I would be too until about 8:00 because of my payroll issue. the write-offs done that morning. I also
This is what creates stress on such a busy day. asked for the list of merchandise that was
embarrassed.
Antonio, Garret and Two people who do not have the same plan. transferred out. I was told it was the same list
In the confusion, my cash report was as the write-offs and the amount was about
my field consultant
scanned out numerous short $250. I did not realize it at the time be- $4,000. My field consultant left me a list and
totes as "Out of Code." cause I closed my cash report before count- told me everything that was marked "dead
Antonio removed a ing the money, which is backwards for me. Item" will come off of me and onto the martruckload of totes from But I knew exactly what caused the mistake ket. She also said some of the out-of-code
my store. I asked my field consultant what to
expect on changeover. What I was told and “HOW COULD A COMPANY BE IN BUSINESS FOR
what actually happened were two different
80 YEARS AND STILL TURN A CHANGEOVER INTO A
scenarios.
April 28: CHANGEOVER DAY. Antonio STRESSFUL MESS? WHY WOULD COMMUNICATION BE
was not able to fit all the totes from yesterday AN ISSUE? YOU HAVE BEEN MY PARTNER FOR 23 YEARS!
onto his truck, so again today he filled his
I FELT I DESERVED BETTER….”
truck with more totes. I had a payroll issue

“A WEEK
BEFORE
CHANGEOVER
I WORKED
LATE AND
WAS PRESENT
WHEN THE
MCLANE DELIVERY WAS
RECEIVED.
THE DRIVER
SAID WE ARE
RECEIVING A
TRIPLE SIZE
ORDER!”

would be the market expense, as well. She
said she would finalize it tomorrow, and
have a more accurate count. Okay.
April 30: I picked up the list of write-offs
that the field consultant left at the store for
me. It was a stack of sheets; the total retail
amount written off was $5,000, $3,500 to the
market and $1,500 to me. All along, I was
told numerous times not to worry because
the market would absorb all the write-offs!
May 2: I totally begged my
field consultant to meet me.
I apologized, but I needed
to let her know how concerned I was about all the
product that was removed
from my store—the two truckloads that had left my store. I did
not scan in or scan out the product. It was all done by the merchandising team and I felt I had lost
control of what had transpired and I
knew a lot of money was involved. I was wor-

“Two truckloads of product were removed from
my store that I did not
scan in or scan out. I felt
I lost control of what
transpired, and I was
worried about how that
would affect my audit.”
ried about how that would affect my audit, and
how difficult would it be for me to account for it.
May 7: I texted my field
consultant and requested my
audit results. She told me that
final audits take longer. I
asked her why, as they are
no different than any
other audit. She said
she would follow up.
May 11: I re-

ceived an email from my field consultant
stating that I need to create a CHD for any
future reports that I would need, including
audit reports. I responded back and told her
that I needed help with the merchandise that
was removed from my store. Since all the
merchandise was taken, the market should
pay for it. Otherwise, if I had to pay for it,
then I would want my merchandise. I asked
for her help to correct this issue. That was my
last communication from her. I texted her
two more times, but she would not return
any of my calls.
I already had numerous concerns immediately after I left my store:
• Where did two truckloads of totes go?
• Cooler write-offs were still left in the store.
• I never saw the credits for the items returned to McLane.
• Where is my $250 cash report error on my
last day? It bounced back but was never
credited back to me. It created a $250 overage to the new franchisee.
continued on page 60
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• Why am I charged $1,500 for write-offs?
• Since I paid out of my register the final pay
for my employees, I had difficulty reading
my reports, as the numbers did not match.
Did I double pay them? It was not clear to
me nor to my personal auditor since I did
not receive the final payroll reports because
my backroom computer deleted all my information once we closed the books.
• Somehow, with so many people working
in the store, purchasing summary sheets and
write-off sheets went missing.
• McLane denied me copies of my credits because they needed authorization from SEI. (In
the end I gave up. I never did get those papers.)
• Since my field consultant stopped all communication with me, did she also abandon
all the credits that were created during those
last couple of days? I still did not have copies
of the credits.
The following items became problems
within the next month:
1. $250 Cash Shortage on Cash Report 4/28
was closed by CHD. Instead of taking the
money back from the new owner and returning it to me, they adjusted my cash report to reflect $250 less, to reflect what was
stated on the deposit.
2. I was charged $1,604 for new coffee urns
in the month of June.
3. I was charged $402 for fountain repairs in
the month of June.
4. $5,000 worth of
merchandise was
written off

“In my frustration of trying to get final paperwork, I reached
out to Enid Cangialosi, my new Zone Leader, whom I had
only met briefly. She handled my questions and problems
the way they should have been handled to begin with.
Everything got resolved, and I am extremely grateful.”

changeover, causing his inventory to have a
shortage.
6. I was charged for water speakers that were
supposed to be paid for by the market. They
were written off of my inventory and used for
grand opening giveaways for the new owner.
7. I was owed a retail credit for fountain cups
in the amount of $170.
How can a company be in business for 80
years and still turn a changeover into a
stressful mess? And why would communication be an issue? Really? You have been my
partner for 23 years! I felt I deserved better
treatment than that.
May 30: I received my first settlement,
which I could not cash because it was not
properly endorsed.
June 5: I received a replacement check
that was properly endorsed.
June 9: So in my frustration of trying to
get the paperwork that I am totally entitled
to have access to, I reached out to Enid Cangialosi, my new Zone Leader, whom I had
only met briefly. I felt it was important for
someone to know the frustration that Glenn
and I had with the changeover. Enid did
everything she could to help me rectify all
the problems. Will the errors be fixed for future
franchisees?
I'm
“I believe there needs
hoping. SEI has
to be a dedicated person a manual for
who can help with
the franchisee
changeovers, which should to operate their
store, but they
include the 105 days after
don't have a
manual
for
the franchisee leaves.”
their own emand I was charged ployees to prepare for changeover. I did not
$1,500 when I was told receive anything on what to do to prepare
I would not get charged. This prob- for changeover or who to contact after
lem took the longest to fix because it was ini- changeover until May 11th. I was given an
outline that briefly stated when to expect
tiated by the field consultant.
5. This is totally crazy: the new owner was final payment.
My field consultant's last words to me as
charged $5,000 for all the write-offs from my
60
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I left my store were, “I am going to get
started right now on the next changeover
which was due in six months.” I told her that
is what I had wanted. As it turns out, another
franchisee who exited in November 2015 requested that I tell you he experienced the
same as me. The changeover process did not
start at six months. Everything was done
very late and he received charges for coffee
urns a month after his changeover, in addition to other issues.
So is it true? Does a field consultant receive a bonus for each changeover?
I feel there needs to be a dedicated person
that can help with changeovers, which
should include the 105 days after the franchisee leaves. Obviously the field consultant
is overloaded and cannot handle the extra
burden of a changeover in addition to their
daily meetings with their subgroup. It is not
fair to the exiting franchisee or to the field
consultant. Again, my apologies to all field
consultants, especially to mine.
I am thankful and lucky to have had Enid
Cangialosi, Jeanette Hilton and everyone in
Dallas who assisted me, including Tyler Sant,
Mathew Hopper, Becki Baldwin, Thoeun
Korn, and Yeny Lopez. I felt that Enid handled my questions and problems the way
they should have been handled to begin
with. Everything got resolved; I was done. I
was extremely grateful to Enid.
August 14: 109 days, I received a final
check. However, there was money still owed
to me. Again, Enid rectified this.
August 29: 124 days, I received all monies
that I felt were due back to me.
Sometime later, I ran into a current fellow
franchisee. He made me laugh. He told me
the weirdest thing happened on his back
room computer. He had received a confidential CHD response with all my employee
payroll information! What?
After reading this, wouldn't you rather
receive a gold watch?
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Staying Alive! Shoplifting
And Injury Prevention
John Harp, CSP, ARM Risk Engineering Consultant
Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance Group

Although “Stayin’ Alive” was a big disco
hit in the ‘70s, the risk of serious injury
from a suspected shoplifter is a critical issue
that continues to plague the franchisee’s
stores and employees. Did you know that
when an employee leaves the store in pursuit of a shoplifter, a likely result is serious
injury or death? We have seen too many of
these highly preventable injuries or fatalities, and need action from every owner.
Shoplifting is a crime of opportunity and

sion when the employee first starts the job
is not enough.
Background—Shoplifting
At 7-Eleven
• In retail generally, only 25 percent of
shoplifters are kids. At 7-Eleven
shoplifters are all ages.
• Shoplifting is usually not planned in advance.
• Shoplifters are rarely professional, although many are habitual.

“Business owners develop skills working with a vast range of
customer personalities. Do your employees know how to
properly handle an agitated shoplifter? An online training
session when the employee first starts the job is not enough.”
the key to preventing losses or injury is to
minimize the opportunity. It’s easier and
safer to prevent shoplifting than dealing
with the shoplifter. Preventing injuries
when shoplifting does occur may have the
simplest solution—employees should never
leave the store and never escalate a possible
tense situation.
There are many measures a 7-Eleven
store can utilize to minimize shoplifting
losses. First, management must accept the
fact that shoplifting can and does occur, and
secondly, a proper response to the crime
must be practiced.
As a business owner you have developed skills in working with a vast range of
customer personalities. These skills allow
you to effectively manage a potentially dangerous situation. But do your employees
know how to propJOHN HARP
erly handle an agiCAN BE REACHED AT
tated shoplifter? An
jharp@msigusa.com
or 908-604-2951
online training ses-

• Normally shoplifters do not resort to violence.
• The most common items stolen: beer, batteries, cell phone accessories, health and
beauty items, and toys.
• Average value of the general retail theft
item is $37.50.
• Most thefts occur during the day. Beer
runs tend to occur in the evening hours.
• Stores near interstates often have higher
value theft (cigarettes, repeated beer runs).
Claim Examples
At 7-Eleven Stores
• Employee injured knee and foot chasing a
shoplifter. The current costs are $123,000.
• Employee followed a shoplifter to get the
license plate number. The assailants hit
the employee with their car, resulting in
injury costs over $370,000.
• A head injury to an employee engaged in
an altercation with a shoplifter is currently
at $194,000 in medical bills and replacement wages.

• Employee was
hit in the face
and cut with
broken glass
when
confronting
a
shoplifter
who didn’t pay for a pack of cigarettes.
Current costs are $10,600.
• An employee was killed confronting a
shoplifter in the parking lot. The
shoplifter stole a sandwich and a drink.
Cost is not measurable.
Numerous claims involve the most preventable of all employee injuries—leaving the
store! Other injuries involve altercations that
appear to be the result of escalating a confrontation. With proper, calm handling of the
situation, many of these were preventable.

Steps To Prevent Shoplifting
1. Keep your store or“Preventing
ganized and products
injuries when
well placed. Good
shoplifting does
housekeeping and oroccur may have
derly displays are a dethe simplest
terrent. Items should be
solution—
moved to the edge of the
employees
shelf to easily spot someshould never
thing that is missing.
leave the store
2. Greet each customer
as they walk through and never
the door to let them escalate a
know you’re aware of possible tense
their presence. Remind situation.”
employees to stay alert at all times.
3. Ask customers if they need help.
4. Keep fixtures, displays and stock as low
as possible to avoid hiding spots.
5. Know where shoplifting is most likely to
continued on page 64
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“Your employees do not need to be heroes, and
only bad things happen if they leave the store.”
occur in your store. Position target items in After A Shoplifting Incident
plain sight where feasible.
1. Call the police. If it’s not an emergency,
6. Surveillance systems may have a limited gather any evidence (video, photos, statedeterrent, but a well-maintained system ments, etc.) and have it ready for law enwith good coverage has a positive effect, es- forcement. You will get a better response
pecially in prosecution.
and support when they know you are
7. The public view monitor should be on, ready—information on a CD or USB flash
aimed at the entrance, and displaying a drive is best
clear image.
2. Train your employees to note the
8. Well-placed surveillance mirrors can re- shoplifter’s clothing type, basic appearance,
duce hiding places (the shoplifter can also and type of car. (Do not attempt to get the
use the mirrors to see if staff are looking).
license plate.)
9. Ensure that merchandise protection is 3. If apprehended by police, prepare to
used where needed (peg-locks, anti-sweep prosecute. This sends a strong message and
hooks).
can help the store from being
10. Know the signs of a
labeled as an easy target.
shoplifter. Seems nerv4. Call the Asset Protec“Remind, remind,
ous, avoids eye contact
tion hotline for any inciremind
your
employees
and wanders around the
dent. The information is
that if during an
store without buying.
analyzed and used in
approach to a suspected many ways to combat
How To Respond
shoplifter they feel the crime. For example,
To Shoplifting
1. Never accuse anyone slightest concern about through these reviews AP
can find trends to comtheir safety, stop the
of stealing.
municate to law enforceapproach and let
2. Never try to lock the
ment and stores to ensure
doors or physically stop a
the shoplifter leave.”
they are aware of issues in
shoplifter.
3. In most states you must maintain contin- your area.
uous surveillance and give them an oppor- 5. Contact MSIG or your workers compensation carrier if there is any possible emtunity to pay.
4. Ask the person politely if they are ready ployee injury.
to pay or (name the item) ready to put it
back. Or say, “Maybe I’m mistaken, but do
you have something in your coat or bag you
haven’t paid for yet?”
5. Keep the person at arm’s length during
the conversation or from behind the
counter.
6. Never chase or follow a shoplifter out of
the store.
Remind, remind, remind your employees that if during an approach to a suspected shoplifter they feel the slightest
concern about their safety, stop the approach and let the shoplifter leave. The employee’s safety is always more important.
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Summary
The SEI training module on shoplifting
and crime provides an excellent source of information that should be repeated for every
employee at least annually. As the owner and
leader of your business, work with your employees and managers to repeat the critical
message to not leave the store and handle a
shoplifting situation with care for their own
well being. Remember, your employees do
not need to be heroes and only bad things
happen if they leave the store.
If you have any concerns or need further
advice contact SEI Asset Protection, your
broker or MSIG.

continued from page 46

ience Store and Grocery Operators in the
latest shooter procedures and protocols
aligning with the guidelines and directives established by FEMA, the FBI and the
Department of Homeland Security. • Employers nationwide are struggling to find
workers who can pass a pre-employment
drug test, reported the New York Times. The
hurdle partly stems from the growing use
of drug testing at workplaces and an increase in the use of drugs, especially marijuana. • A former McDonald’s chief executive
has warned that raising the minimum
wage to $15 per hour will spur unemployment as companies will instead
employ robots that work for less, reported
the Washington Post. • Casey’s General
Stores Inc. reported for its fiscal year 2016
total merchandise sales were up 10 percent
to $2 billion, same-store sales increased 7.1
percent and for the fourth quarter 2016
same-store sales were up 7.4 percent. In
2017, the company plans to build or acquire
77 to 116 stores, replace 35 existing locations, and complete 100 major remodels. •
Amazon is close to launching its own
recipe-delivery service in partnership with
Tyson Foods, showing the e-commerce
company's growing ambition in the grocery
and food business, reported Business Insider.
The company has also partnered with more
than 350 New York City eateries to introduce restaurant delivery in Manhattan. •
McDonald’s first quarter comparable sales
increased 5.4 percent, fueled by the ongoing
popularity of All Day Breakfast and the introduction of McPick 2, reported the Wall
Street Journal. It was the third straight quarter that the burger chain beat profit and sales
expectations, signaling that a turnaround
that began last year is sustainable. • Scientific Games Corporation announced that its
new payment card technology solution for
lottery retail sales is the first in the lottery industry to receive official Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard certification.
This will allow U.S. consumers the opportunity to use their credit and debit cards
to purchase lottery games at select retailers. • Based on MasterCard fraud reports
from a compilation of large EMV chip-encontinued on page 66
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Legislative Update
Feds Release New
Overtime Pay Rule

some salaried workers may be assigned
fewer hours.

The Obama administration recently
unveiled a new rule that will make millions of middle-income workers eligible
for overtime pay, according to the Washington Post. The regulations, which were
last updated more than a decade ago,
would let full-time salaried employees
earn overtime if they make up to $47,476
a year, more than double the current
threshold of $23,660 a year. The change
is scheduled to take effect December 1.
The Labor Department estimates that
the rule would boost the pay of 4.2 million
additional workers and would increase
their wages by $12 billion over the next 10
years. Additionally, since the new rule calls
for the income threshold to be updated
every three years based on inflation, the
department projects the threshold could
rise to more than $51,000 by 2020.
The shift was swiftly criticized by
small business owners, nonprofit groups
and universities that said they
may have to switch some
salaried workers to hourly
positions to afford the
new threshold. They
also said instead of seeing bigger paychecks,

Seattle Considers Rules
For Work Schedules
Several Seattle City Council members and Mayor Ed Murray have convened recently to devise a scheduling law
that could affect thousands of workers
and many retailers in the city, including
convenience stores, reported the Seattle
Times. Worker and employer representatives have also been meeting—in separate
groups—to pin down what they want.
Business groups seem to accept that some
kind of scheduling regulations are coming down the pike, and are quietly striving for rules that won’t be too onerous or
inflexible.
In the two official working groups,
ideas on the table from the workers’ representatives include: two weeks’ advance
notice of schedules; a minimum of 11
hours’ rest between shifts, except when
workers voluntarily choose to work with
less rest; an hour of additional “predictability pay” when an employer
changes a worker’s posted schedule; up to
four hours’ pay for workers who are assigned shifts that are either canceled, or
reduced to less than four hours, with less
continued on page 74

Play The Name Game!
Look carefully at each page in this issue.
Somewhere in this magazine a line is hidden that contains the words $Name Game
Winner + person’s name + city$. If you
find this line, and it contains your name, call AVANTI’s Offices
at 215 750-0178 before the next magazine is published, and
win this issue’s total. NCASEF Members only.
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abled U.S. merchants,
counterfeit card
fraud at those merchants decreased 39 percent in January 2016 as compared with January 2015. • Dunkin' Donuts recently
announced the signing of a multi-unit
store development agreement with new
franchise group Aloha Petroleum, Ltd., which
will allow the group to develop 15 new
Dunkin' Donuts restaurants on the islands in
Hawaii, with the first restaurant planned to
open in 2017. • The FDA recently issued
draft guidance to the food industry for voluntarily reducing sodium in processed and
commercially prepared food. The draft shortterm (two-year) and long-term (10-year)
voluntary targets are intended to help Americans gradually reduce sodium intake from
3,400 mg per day to 2,300 mg per day, a level
recommended by leading experts. • Following
complaints from retailers, MasterCard Inc.
and Visa Inc. have introduced software
that they say will speed up slow check-out
times for shoppers with new chip-based
cards, reported Bloomberg. With the new
software consumers will be able to dip and
remove their cards, instead of leaving them in
payment terminals to complete purchases. •
The rate of smoking among adults in the
U.S. fell to 15 percent last year, dropping 2
percentage points from 2014, according to
new data from the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention. • Sales of soda are climbing
two years after Mexico imposed a roughly
10 percent tax on sugary drinks, reported
the Wall Street Journal. Mexico’s tax was an
attempt to cap alarming obesity and diabetes
rates in a country where per capita soda consumption is the highest in the world. • Uber
has reached an agreement with the International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers union to create an association
for its independent drivers in New York City
that would afford them some limited benefits and protections—but that would stop
short of unionization, reported the New York
Times. • Pennsylvania-based convenience
store chain Wawa has teamed up with
Comcast to offer free Xfinity Wi-Fi at all the
more than 700 Wawa stores in Delaware,
Florida, Maryland, New Jersey, Pennsylvania
continued on page 70
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of specific workers and discouraging
union organizing. The company and the
franchisees were each named as defendants. Employees at the restaurants were
underpaid by $565,000 because of a faulty
computer program Domino's refused to
fix, the attorney general said.

Wawa Spreading Its Wings
Pennsylvania-based
convenience
chain Wawa plans to open 50 new stores
this year—half in Florida—and remodel
more than 200 legacy stores at $1 million
to $1.5 million a store, reported the
Philadelphia Inquirer. Wawa opened its first
store in 1964 and
now dominates the
Philadelphia market

“Wawa opened its first store in 1964 and now
dominates the Philadelphia market in coﬀee sales,
selling over 200 million cups a year.”
in coffee sales, selling over 200 million cups
a year. It is No. 6 nationally. It also sells
more than 80 million hoagies a year, again
topping the Philly market, while Wawa
breakfast sandwiches fluctuate between
No. 1 and No. 2.
The company operates stores in six
states, five in the mid-Atlantic: Pennsylvania (224), New Jersey (245), Delaware (42),
Maryland (47), and Virginia (80). Wawa
entered the Florida market four years ago
and plans to open 25 stores there this year.
The state's 87th Wawa store opened in
Palm Shores, Fla., in late May.

Amazon Expanding Private
Label Offerings
Amazon is said to be expanding its
private label offerings to soon offer nuts,
spices, tea, coffee, baby food and vitamins,
as well as household items such as diapers
and laundry detergent, reported USA
Today. Some of the brand names Amazon
may use for its new lines include Happy
Belly, Wickedly Prime, Presto! and Mama
Bear. Happy Belly would be the brand for
continued on page 70
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nuts, spices, tea and cooking oil.
Wickedly Prime will be the name for
snacks while Mama Bear would be the
name used for baby food and diapers.
Detergents and home goods would fall
under the Presto! name. Access to Amazon’s new private label items will only be
offered to its Prime members, users of the
company's $99 a year premium service.

FM Facility Maintenance
Now Called Vixxo
First Service Networks in Scottsdale,
Arizona recently purchased Connecticutbased FM Facility Maintenance, and the
name of the combined companies is now
Vixxo, reported the Phoenix Business Journal. The company’s CEO Jim Reavey—
who headed FM—brought key staff from
Connecticut, Baltimore and other sites
into Scottsdale when the companies were
combined, according to the report. March

continued from page 66

Vixxo (formerly FM) CEO Jim Reavey addressed
the NCASEF Board in Monterey last February.
23 marked the culmination of the acquisition with the company unveiling its new
brand in a ceremony with Scottsdale
Mayor Jim Lane and other dignitaries
from economic development and business
organizations.

C-Store Design Impacts
Foodservice Purchases
Store design plays a crucial role in atcontinued on page 72

Chesapeake Division FOA Holds
Successful Trade Show
The Chesapeake Division FOA held its Annual Trade Show on March
31, 2016 at the Waterford Receptions in Springfield, Virginia. The event
provided an opportunity for franchisees and vendors to get together
and exchange information about new products and upcoming promotions and work out distribution opportunities.
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and Virginia. • Tire
chain Big O Tires announced that compared to 2015, retail sales
in 2016 increased 5.5 percent, same store
service sales jumped 6 percent and car count
increased 3.1 percent. • The state-controlled
Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board has
opened enrollment to its online order portal to all retail licensees, giving a new level of
convenience to bars, hotels, restaurants, clubs
and other retail liquor licensees. • CEO SmartMetric, Inc. has developed a fingerprint-activated credit card that prevents skimming
by activating only after the owner presses a
fingerprint on the card. The company is in
talks with major card companies.• Alimentation Couche-Tard, owners of approximately
7,000 Circle K stores in the U.S., has purchased 23 gas store sites in Estonia, and plans
more expansion in eastern Europe beyond its
current 77 stores.
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EXPERIENCE ISN'T ALWAYS
THE BEST TEACHER
BY PETE GRAGNANO | President, Suburban Washington FOA
Mistakes. We all make them. It's part of being
human. As my late mother once told me,“It's the reason why there are erasers on pencils.” The key takeaway from a mistake is to learn from it and correct
your future course of action. One of my favorite quotes
is from the late Alabama football coach Bear Bryant,
who stated, “There are three things to do with a mistake: admit it, correct it, don't repeat it.”
Experience is defined as the observing, encountering, or undergoing of things as they occur and the
knowledge or practical wisdom gained from them.
As the saying goes, “Experience is the best teacher.”
To that quote I add the caveat,“As long as it's someone else's experience.” In other words, if someone
has done something—whether correct or incorrect—learn from it; there is no
need to reinvent the wheel.
It appears that our Merchandising Department needs to take a lesson from the above. Here's why.
Several years ago, the company decided to introduce our
private label line of medicines. In
doing so, they deleted the prominent and top selling national brands such as
Tylenol, Alka Seltzer and Nyquil. The intent was to
force our customers to try the private label items,
and thus see that it compared favorably to the national brands and was a better value.
The results were a disaster. Our sales in HABA
declined significantly, because our customers did not
want to give up their favorite medicines despite paying more, even though our private label products
were of equal quality. Thankfully, Merchandising realized its mistake of not having our private label directly compete against the national brand and allow
the consumer to make the choice, and brought these
items back into the product mix at an unknown
amount of lost gross profit dollars to all of us.
Pete Gragnano can be reached at
443-472-2327 or atpjg1415@hotmail.com
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A short time later, Merchandising did it
again. They deleted top-selling items such as Scott
Tissue and Bounty Towels, once again in an effort
to force the consumer into purchasing private
label. Again, they retrenched as our sales and gross
profit declined in this category.
Finally, national brand items in the Refrigerated
Foods category—such as Oscar Mayer bacon and
turkey breast—were removed from the product assortment earlier this year to introduce our comparable

“We all learn from experience, and Merchandising
needs to learn from our
experience of deleting
popular national brands in
favor of our private label.”
private label items. Once
again our sales and gross
profits have suffered and
the company is bringing
them back.
We fight very hard to
grow our customer base,
yet chase them to our competitors when we don't
have what they want, when they want it. Moreover, once we have driven them away, how do we
inform them that we have gotten their favorite
items back on our shelves?
I am not opposed to private label if properly positioned against its national brand counterpart. It's
a good value to the consumer and the increased
gross profit dollars are important to all of us in the
age of rising minimum wage. But, as we have observed, they must both be on the shelves to allow
our customers, who are the ultimate category managers, to make the decision.
As stated above—in three separate categories
we have the same mistake each time. Obviously, Merchandising is not learning from their experiences.
This is my opinion and I welcome yours.

tracting customers and driving foodservice
sales in convenience stores, according to the
recently released study “Food-Forward Cstore Design.” Noting that more convenience
retailers are pursuing foodservice as a growth
opportunity, foodservice research and consulting firm Technomic and retail branding and
design agency Chute Gerdeman collaborated
on a study to understand how evolving consumer demands and preferences for prepared
foods and beverages can be met through convenience store design, décor, and layout. Key
takeaways from the study include:
• An updated, elevated store ambience is vital
to foodservice sales as it sends a message
about the commitment to foodservice and
conveys cleanliness and quality.
• Ease of navigation is prioritized, and clearly
delineated foodservice preparation, display
and dining areas heighten the appeal of the
offering.
• Consumers value foodservice quality and
freshness cues in convenience stores. Whether
at made-to-order stations, in grab-and-go
cases or on hot/cold food bars, consumers
want to see the prepared foods offered and appreciate other visual elements that support the
quality and freshness of the offerings.

Wal-Mart Testing Grocery
Delivery Through Uber & Lyft
Wal-Mart is testing the delivery of groceries using Uber and Lyft drivers, aiming to
match the convenience of services offered by
Amazon.com and other e-commerce companies, reported Bloomberg. The retailer recently
started trying out Uber in Phoenix and Lyft in
Denver. Wal“Wal-Mart is using
Mart previUber and Ly to deliver ously began a
pilot program
groceries at a cost of
in
March
$7-$10 to consumers.” using Deliv to
deliver Sam’s
Club groceries
continued
on page 86
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Legislative Update
than 24 hours notice; and offers of
additional hours must go to existing
part-time employees before new employees can be hired.
Some business representatives have
suggested more limited measures, including: one week advance notice of schedules;

Minimum Wage Rates By State
The table below reflects current state minimum wages in effect as of
January 1, 2016, as well as future enacted increases, as presented by the
National Conference of State Legislatures. Listed are only those states
where 7-Eleven operates.

2016 HIGHLIGHTS

“The Obama administration has
unveiled a new rule that will make
millions of middle-income workers
eligible for overtime pay.”
10 hours’ rest between shifts; and an hour
of additional “predictability pay” only for
changes to the posted schedule initiated by
employers. Both groups are reportedly
leaning toward having the law apply to
large retailers and franchises, although
specifics of what constitutes “large” and
whether local restaurants should be included are still being hammered out.

State Bills On Franchisor
Joint Employer Liability
With franchisors deeply concerned
about joint liability for franchisee employees, more states are passing laws trying to
prevent that from happening, according
to the law firm Lewitt Hackman. Here are
some states and measures that have
passed (only those states where 7-Eleven
operates are listed):
• Texas enacted Senate Bill 652, providing
that: "[A] franchisor is not considered to
be an employer of: (1) a franchisee; or (2)
a franchisee's employees."
• Michigan passed House Bills 50705073, stating: "[A]s between a franchisee
and franchisor, the franchisee is considered the sole employer of workers for
whom the franchisee provides a benefit
plan or pays wages."
continued on page 80
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• New York became the second state to pass a new law that would raise
the minimum wage in a city to $15 per hour by the end of 2018.
• Fourteen states begin the new year with higher minimum wages. Of
those, 12 states increased their rates through legislation passed in the
2014 or 2015 sessions, while two states automatically increased their
rates based on the cost of living.
• Of the 11 states that currently tie increases to the cost of living, eight did
not increase their minimum wage rates for 2016.
• Maryland and D.C. have additional increases scheduled for 2016. Nevada
will announce in July whether or not there will be a cost of living increase to their indexed minimum wage.

STATE

MINIMUM
WAGE

Arizona
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
D.C.
Florida
Hawaii

$8.05
$10.00
$8.31
$9.60
$8.25
$10.50
$8.05
$8.50

Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Kansas
Kentucky
Maine
Maryland

$7.25
$8.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.25
$7.50
$8.25

FUTURE ENACTED
INCREASES

$15.00 eff. 1-1-22
$10.10 eff. 1-1-17
$11.50 eff. 7-1-16
$9.25 eff. 1-1-17
$10.10 eff. 1-1-18

$8.75 eff. 7-1-16
$9.25 eff. 7-1-17
$10.10 eff. 7-1-18
Massachusetts $10.00 $11.00 eff. 1-1-17
Michigan
$8.50 $8.90 eff. 1-1-17
$9.25 eff. 1-1-18

STATE

Missouri
Nevada

MINIMUM
WAGE

FUTURE ENACTED
INCREASES

$7.65
$8.25
$7.25 with health insurance
New Hampshire repealed by HB 133 (2011)
New Jersey
$8.38
New Mexico
$7.50
New York
$9.00 $15.00 eff. 12-31-18
North Carolina $7.25
Ohio
$8.10
Oregon
$9.25
Pennsylvania
$7.25
Rhode Island
$9.60
South Carolina none
Texas
$7.25
Utah
$7.25
Vermont
$9.60 $10.00 eff. 1-1-17
$10.50 eff. 1-1-18
Virginia
$7.25
Washington
$9.47
West Virginia
$8.75
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The Joint 2019 Contract Committee:
Franchisee Representation
By Manjit Purewal, President, Greater Bay FOA

The 2019 contract is looming, and the
“An equitable fresh and hot food sales, which
franchisee community can’t stand idly by and wait for
should replace our declining tocontract in
the other shoe to drop. We’ve already felt the harsh
bacco sales?
the long run
sting of the more recent contracts, which introduced
Low-volume stores are
will make
the graduated gross profit split, a shorter 10-year
struggling as it is, but with the
term, the 20 percent refranchise fee, credit card fees
minimum wage going to $15
7-Eleven
and a sharply lower gas commission. Now we are
per hour in many cities and
a much
fighting for a seat at the table as the 2019 contract is
states these stores run the risk
healthier
being finalized.
of going out of business. The
system.”
To organize franchisee issues and input, the Natruth is that all of our stores are
tional Coalition has formed the Joint 2019 Contract
being affected by the higher
Committee. The committee’s main purpose is to meet
minimum wages, and if the
with SEI and provide input on the new contract—if they
new contract doesn’t have prolet us. To date we have no formal invitation to talk, but
visions to help—especially lowit's only logical that both parties sit and discuss the
volume stores—deal with this
new contract so it’s fair for all involved. This makes the
reality, the number of stores in
franchisee community apprehensive, because previous
financial danger will increase.
contracts have had big changes that affected us unfaThis issue must be addressed
vorably. If SEI sidesteps the National Coalition and curin the new contract. We simply
rent FOA leaders, it will not be healthy for our system.
cannot “sell” our way out of this predicament.
It behooves our franchisor to accept our participation
California recently raised the legal age for purchasin developing the new contract.
ing cigarettes to 21, so franchisees in this state have
Of particular interest to franchisees this time
been hit on multiple fronts—decreased tobacco sales,
around is how the contract will help us adjust to the
increased labor costs, and higher minimum wage rate.
myriad changes affecting our industry—from the mini- As more states follow suit on minimum wage increases,
mum wage
tobacco restrictions and other
“WE’RE
FIGHTING
FOR
THE
OPPORTUNITY
increases
laws detrimental to our business,
sweeping
TO SIT DOWN WITH SEI AND PROVIDE INPUT the new contract has to accomthe nation to
modate. Even high-volume and
AND FEEDBACK ON THE NEW CONTRACT
the new tomid-volume stores are going to
FOR FRANCHISEES. TO DATE WE DO NOT
bacco laws
feel the hurt, which in the end
HAVE AN INVITATION TO DO SO FROM SEI.”
impacting
will affect SEI’s financials.
our cigarette sales. Will the gross profit split be
We are asking for the opportunity to help craft a
amended to help offset our increased labor costs due
reasonable contract that will help us adjust to the
to higher minimum wage rates and labor costs? Will
changing retail landscape and remain profitable. This
stores be guaranwill not only help franchisees but SEI as well, and in
MANJIT PUREWAL CAN BE REACHED AT
teed upgrades in
the long run make 7-Eleven a much healthier system.
purewal@sbcglobal.netor 707 280-1776
order to enhance
This is the goal of the 2019 Contract Committee.
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Legislative Update
• Utah passed House Bill 116, stating: "[A] franchisor is not considered to be an employer of: (i) a franchisee;
or (ii) a franchisee's employee."
• Indiana approved House Bill 1218,
which provides: "a franchisor ... is not
considered to be an employer or co-employer of: (1) a franchisee ... or (2) an employee of a franchisee."
The Virginia legislature attempted to
pass House Bill 18, stating that "[N]either
a franchisee nor a franchisee's employee
shall be deemed to be an employee of the
franchisee's franchisor." However, the
governor vetoed the bill. Lewitt Hackman
stated these state laws will not protect
franchisors from all claims. For example,
various claims based on federal law may
not be affected.

New Amendment Allows
C-Stores To Stay In SNAP
The Senate Appropriations Committee recently adopted changes to its Fiscal
Year 2017 Agriculture Appropriations Bill
to ensure convenience stores and other
small format retailers can continue participating in the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), reported NACS
Online. The language was included in an
uncontroversial manager’s amendment,
and would prevent the Food & Nutrition
Service (FNS) from using any funds to finalize specific parts of the agency’s problematic proposed rule that would push tens
of thousands of c-stores out of SNAP.
According to the article, the language addresses several of the troublesome provisions in the FNS proposal. It
would prevent FNS from using funds to
tie a retailer’s SNAP eligibility to their
percentage of heated or cooked food
sales; change the definition of staple food
to exclude foods with multiple ingredients; expand the definition of accessory

foods; and establish a minimum number
of stocking requirements for each staple
food requirement. The House Appropriations Committee passed similar language in April that would preclude FNS
from finalizing or implementing its rule
beyond the requirements in the 2014
Farm Bill, which NACS supported.

California Smoking
Age Raised To 21
Governor Jerry Brown recently signed
a pack of bills that raises the smoking age
in California from 18 to 21, restricts the use
of electronic cigarettes in public places and
expands no-smoking areas at
public schools, reported
the Los Angeles Times.
The package of bills was
touted as the “most
expansive” effort to
control tobacco use
in the state in more
than a decade. The
bills were backed by a
coalition of medical

Bill Could
Remove Tobacco
From California C-Stores
The California Senate recently
passed a measure, SB 1400, that would
prevent the sale of tobacco products at
convenience and grocery stores, reported KCRA 3 News. Currently, retail
locations—like convenience stores and
grocery markets—are capable of obtaining a license to sell tobacco products. SB
1400 would change the definition of an
eligible retail location to businesses that
generate 60 percent or more of gross revenue annually from tobacco-related
products. Although e-cigarettes are not
mentioned in the bill, a recent law classifies them as a tobacco product and will
also fall under the same restrictions. SB
1400 heads to the California Assembly.
If it becomes a law, it would take effect
January 2019.

Cig Tax Hike
On California Ballot

A campaign to raise California's cigarette tax by $2 a pack said it has collected
enough signatures to
qualify the proposal for
“The California Senate recently passed a measure,
the November 8 ballot,
SB 1400, that would prevent the sale of tobacco
reported the Associproducts at convenience and grocery stores.”
ated Press. The average
cost of a pack of cigarettes in California is now about $5.50.
groups including the American Heart AsThe $2-a-pack increase would bump that
sociation, American Lung Association,
to about $7.50—an increase of about $750
American Cancer Society and the Califora year for people who smoke a pack a
nia Medical Association. The tobacco inday—if cigarette makers pass along the
dustry has threatened to seek a referendum
full amount to consumers. The tax hike
vote to overturn the measures increasing
would also apply to electronic cigarettes
the smoking age and restricting e-cigaand other products with tobacco or nicorettes. The bills were approved during a
tine. The increase would make Califorspecial session on healthcare and became
nia's tax the ninth highest in the nation.
effective sooner—June 9—than other bills,
New York has the nation's highest state
which take effect January 1, 2017.
continued on page 82
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Legislative Update
tax at $4.35 a pack, and Missouri is
lowest at 17 cents.
Backers of the measure recently delivered their first box of petition signatures to
the San Diego County registrar of voters.
They said a million signatures have been
gathered and will be
delivered to coun“New York
ties throughout the
has the nastate. A total of
tion's highest
585,407 signatures
of registered voters
state tax at
must be verified for
$4.35 a pack,
the measure to apand Missouri
pear on the Nois lowest at
vember ballot.

17 cents.”

Philadelphia
Approves
Soda Tax
Philadelphia recently became the first
major American city with
a soda tax despite a multimillion-dollar campaign by the
beverage industry to block it,
reported the Associated Press. The City
Council gave final approval to a 1.5 centper-ounce tax on sugary and diet beverages on June 15. Only Berkeley, California,
has a similar law. The tax was entered into
the fiscal budget on July 1, but it won't start

getting collected until January 1,
2017.
Soda tax proposals have failed in
more than 30 cities and states in recent
years. Such plans are typically criticized
as disproportionately affecting the poor,
who are more likely to consume
sugary drinks. However, Democratic Mayor Jim Kenney sold the
Philadelphia City Council on the idea
with a plan to spend most of the estimated $90 million in new tax revenue next
year to pay for prekindergarten, community schools and recreation centers. The
soda industry spent millions of dollars in
advertising against the proposal, arguing
continued on page 84
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Legislative Update
that the tax would be costly to consumer, and is expected to sue.

Cities Proposing Sugary
Beverage Taxes
Some cities are singling out sugarsweetened drinks for proposals to add taxes
or warning labels, reported USA Today. The
war on sugary drinks is being conducted by
cities hungry for new sources of revenue
that also see themselves as combating the
perceived health risk posed by too much
sugar in Americans' diets. While the moves
are coming in relatively few communities so
far, they are drawing a lot of attention and
could spread, according to the article.

“Cities are taxing sugar-sweetened drinks at
1 to 3 cents per ounce to raise new revenue.”
The latest battlegrounds include:
• San Francisco: Advertisements for sugarsweetened drinks will have to start carrying warning labels starting in July.
• Philadelphia: The City Council recently
approved a proposal to tax all sugar-sweetened beverages at 1.5 cents per ounce,
tacking 30 cents in additional taxes onto a
20-ounce bottle.
• Oakland: Voters will decide in November
whether to add a penny per ounce fee to
sweet drinks.
• Boulder, Colorado: A ballot measure in
the works could let voters decide this fall
whether to impose a soda pop tax.

Beer & Wine Sales Allowed
Some gas station convenience stores
in Aurora, Illinois can now sell beer and
wine for the first time in years, reported the
Aurora Beacon-News. The City Council recently approved new G-1 liquor licenses
for five locations, the first such licenses
since the city revamped its liquor law last
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year. The G-1 license was created to allow
larger gas stations that have mini-marts or
small grocery stores to sell beer and wine.
Among the licenses approved by the council were two for 7-Eleven stores—one on
W. Galena Blvd and the other on S. Eola
Road. The c-stores cannot sell any single
servings of beer or wine.

PA Would Allow
C-Stores To Sell Wine
The Pennsylvania House recently approved a bill that would allow hundreds of
convenience and grocery stores to sell up to
four bottles of wine to go, reported the
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. More than 300
Pennsylvania convenience and grocery stores are licensed to sell beer, and
under the bill these stores would be
able to purchase permits allowing
them to sell wine. House Republicans estimated the legislation would generate an additional $149 million for the state in the
coming fiscal year.
The measure was approved by the
Senate late last year, but languished untouched for nearly six months. The push
by House Republicans to disband the state
business in wine and liquor sales became
entangled in last year’s budget impasse, and
Democratic Governor Tom Wolf at one
point agreed to sign it, but only as part of a
larger deal that then fell apart. He now
faces the wine bill by itself, as the deadline
for this year’s budget approaches without
visible progress between Republican leaders and the governor.

FDA Approves
Nutrition Panel
The Food and Drug Administration
has taken aim at sugar in their most radical
nutrition overhaul in decades, reported the
Wall Street Journal. The FDA said a new

nutrition-facts panel on the back
of packaged food and beverages
will list how many grams of sugar have
been added by manufacturers, and what
percentage of the recommended daily
maximum that represents. Among other
changes, manufacturers also will be required to declare the amounts of potassium and vitamin D because the FDA says
Americans aren’t getting enough of them.
Manufacturers will no longer be required
to list vitamin A and vitamin C. The updated label design also makes calories and
serving sizes more prominent. Manufacturers have two years to comply with the
new regulation, though they could still
challenge the changes in court. Those with
less than $10 million in annual food sales
will have three years.

New San Francisco Law
Targets Sugar
San Francisco is set to become the first
U.S. city to require health warnings on advertisements for soda and other sugar-added
drinks, reported the Wall Street Journal. The
law goes into effect July 25 and will require
that billboards and other public advertisements include the language, “WARNING:
Drinking beverages with added sugar(s) contributes to obesity, diabetes, and tooth decay.
This is a message from the City and County
of San Francisco.” The San Francisco ordinance would require the health warnings to
cover 20 percent of public advertisements in
the city, including posters and
bus shelters.
The warnings
wouldn't be required on
television or
“San Francisco is set to
radio ads or
become the first to
on beverage
require health warnings
packaging or
on soda advertisements.”
menus.
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and other merchandise in Miami. The
move steps up competition with Amazon’s
burgeoning grocery-delivery service and
provides a potential new avenue of growth
for Uber and Lyft. The idea is to let WalMart customers pick out groceries online
and then have employees fill the order and
give it to one of the ride-hailing companies’
drivers. Shoppers will pay a $7-to-$10 delivery charge to Wal-Mart to have the groceries brought to their door.

goPuff Delivery Service
Enters New Markets
On-demand convenience store delivery
service goPuff recently announced it is
launching in Portland, Oregon, and Houston, Texas in June, and Minneapolis, MN,

“New delivery company
goPuﬀ warehouses
c-store products and
delivers to consumers
in 30 minutes or less.”
and Nashville, TN, over the next few
months, with future plans to roll out in at
least seven additional cities by the end of
2016. The Philadelphia, PA-based company
warehouses more than 3,000 products—
ranging from snacks, drinks and ice cream
to home goods, beer and electronics—delivered in 30 minutes or less. goPuff currently
serves nine U.S. markets including New York
City; Washington D.C.; Boston, MA; Austin,
TX; Denver, CO; Seattle, WA; Phoenix, AZ;

Chicago, IL; and its hometown Philadelphia.

Merchants Experience
Chip-Card Headaches
As of last October, retailers who didn’t
make the transition to chip cards are on the
hook for counterfeit transactions that used
to be covered by card-issuing banks, and
now the costs of the fraud—known in the
industry as chargebacks—are starting to
stack up, reported the Wall Street Journal.
Chargebacks among small and mediumsize merchants rose 15 percent in the fourth
quarter from a year earlier, according to a
recent survey by The Strawhecker Group, a
payments consulting firm. The industry believes the volume of chargebacks has likely
continued on page 90

Alliance/Midwest Trade Expo A Big Hit With Franchisees & Vendors
The Midwest Conference Center in
Northlake, Illinois was filled with members
of the Alliance of 7-Eleven Franchisees and
the Midwest FOA during their combined
trade expo on April 21. It was the first combined event for the two groups, and featured 65 exhibiting vendors showing off
their latest products and deals. The collaboration worked
well, and benefited both the
vendors and
franchisees.
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SAN DIEGO FOA MEMBERS GOLF FOR TWO WORTHY CHARITIES

Members of the San Diego FOA met up at
the Salt Creek Golf Club in Chula Vista,
California on May 12, 2016 for some
friendly competition on the greens with
colleagues and sponsoring vendors, and to raise funds for
two worthy organizations. The FOA’s annual Charity Golf
Tournament raised $5,000 for Swim Across America,
which provides vital seed funding to world-renowned hospitals investigating and conducting new clinical trials that
lead to treatments and cures
to defeat cancer. The event also
raised $10,000 for Warrior Foundation Freedom Station, which
assists seriously injured military
men and women just returning
home from war by providing
quality-of-life items, support
services and transitional housing
designed to assist them and their
families during recovery.
Representatives from
both organizations teedoff with San
Diego franchisees, and
a fun time
was had by
all.
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risen since then, because the fourth quarter
included only a few weeks under the new
rules and it often takes a while for the costs
to flow through to merchants. Strawhecker
didn’t put a dollar figure on the chargebacks. Other experts said the total was
probably in the tens-of-millions of dollars
and will likely continue to rise. The article
states the fraud losses are likely far higher
for big merchants.

Salty Snack Market Driven
By Stressed Out Americans
As the popularity of snacking continues to climb, salty snacks are becoming the
new comfort food for U.S. consumers. The
latest research from Mintel reveals that
three in five (62 percent) consumers are
eating salty snacks as a stress reliever, compared to 16 percent of American snackers
who attributed stress as a
reason for snacking

“Mintel says
62 percent of
consumers
are eating
salty snacks
as a stress
reliever.”

one year ago.
What’s more, 30
percent of consumers eat salty
snacks when they
are bored, with
half (51 percent)
agreeing that salty
snacking is a good way to relieve boredom.
In 2015, Mintel research found that half as
many consumers (25 percent) snacked because they were bored.

7-Eleven Lends Support
To Canadian Red Cross
In response to the raging fire in Fort
McMurray, Canada in early May, and in
support of the relief effort therein, 7Eleven made a direct cash donation of
90
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$15,000 and pledged to match coin box
donations to the Canadian Red Cross in
Canadian 7-Eleven stores to a maximum
of $35,000, the company announced. The
same coin box donations made by individual Canadians were also eligible for
matching funds by the Government of
Canada, and for donations in Alberta 7Eleven stores. Funds were matched by the
Government of Alberta. As a result, for
every dollar donated in Alberta 7-Elevens
between May 3 and May 31, 2016, the
Canadian Red Cross received a total of
four dollars.

NACS Launches
Skimming Defense App
The National Association of Convenience Stores announced that it has teamed
with The Pinnacle Corporation to create
and launch the industry’s first credit
card skimming defense mobile
app. SkimDefend helps convenience store operators enhance
their gasoline dispenser security
and combat skimming by working
alongside tamper-evident NACS WeCare
decals, which help retailers identify potential security breaches when fuel dispensers
or other unattended PIN-entry devices are
opened to install skimming mechanisms.
With the SkimDefend app, store operators scan the code at
each pump location
where a NACS WeCare
decal is applied, or
enter label numbers manually. The app
creates a virtual tracking mechanism that
helps store operators monitor fuel
pumps, as well as help provide forensic
evidence should a skimming incident
occur. The app also helps combat thieves
who purchase and/or counterfeit tamperevident labels by only being able to track
legitimately purchased decals.

Donald Trump Flub Puts
7-Eleven In The Spotlight
7-Eleven was all over the news in April,
but not for the best of reasons. Presidential
hopeful and real estate mogul Donald
Trump, who has made his advocacy for
New York City after the 9/11 attacks central
to his candidacy, accidentally referred to it
as 7-Eleven during a campaign stop in Buffalo, reported CNN. "I wrote this out, and
it's very close to my heart," he said. "Because
I was down there and I watched our police
and our firemen down at 7/11, down at the
World Trade Center right after it came
down. And I saw the greatest people I've
ever seen in action." Trump did not correct
himself.

N.J. 7-Eleven Sells Sole
Jackpot-Winning
Powerball Ticket
A 7-Eleven store in Trenton, New Jersey sold the only winning ticket for the May
8 $429.6 million Powerball drawing, reported CNN Money. It is the third most
valuable lottery ticket ever sold in the U.S.
The only lottery players that have even

“A 7-Eleven store in Trenton, New Jersey
sold the only winning ticket for the May
8 $429.6 million Powerball drawing.”
taken home more money were the three
winners from January's $1.58 billion
Powerball—who each claimed $528.8 million—and a woman from Florida who was
the sole winner in a $590 million Powerball
in May 2013. The New Jersey 7-Eleven received a check for $30,000 for selling the
winning ticket.
continued on page 92
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No Sign Of Jackpot
California Powerball Winner
A California Lottery representative said
he's losing hope that his state's ticket-holder
for a world-record Powerball jackpot will
ever come forward, reported the Houston
Chronicle. Winners in Florida and Tennessee took just days to claim their shares of
the $1.6 billion Powerball jackpot drawn
January 13. But there's been no sign of the
third and final winner, who bought a ticket
in a Chino Hills 7-Eleven owned by Balbir
Atwal. In California, top winners get up to
a year to contact lottery officials before the
money automatically goes to schools.
Atwal said the experience has been “life
changing.” He split the $1 million commis-

sion he received for selling the winning
ticket with 7-Eleven, and his store has seen
up to 350 more customers every day since
the January drawing, he said. Atwal estimated Lottery ticket sales at his store have
jumped 70 percent during that time.

Dunkin’ Donuts Offers
On-the-Go Mobile
Ordering In NY
Dunkin’ Donuts has announced that On-the-Go
Ordering is now available
exclusively for members of
its DD Perks Rewards Program at Dunkin’ Donuts restaurants
throughout the Metro New York area. With

On-the-Go Ordering, DD Perks members
can place a mobile order up to 24 hours in
advance, select their desired location, and
then simply confirm via the new Dunkin’
Donuts Mobile App when they are ready to
pick up their order inside the restaurant, or
at the drive-thru. The order is automatically
paid for using their Dunkin’ Donuts Card
within the app.

Small Retailers
‘Overwhelmed’
By Government
Regulations
The expanding scope and cost of government regulation are placing new burdens

“Sheetz founder Lou Sheetz said the chain is moving
away from gas into a convenience restaurant format.”
on America’s small businesses, hindering
their ability to create jobs and drive economic growth, according to a new survey
released by the National Retail Federation.
The NRF worked with market research firm
GfK to survey retail small business owners
to gauge their views on the business environment, the health of their businesses and
whether public policies that affect their operations support or hinder prospects for
growth. The survey revealed that while
small retailers are generally optimistic about
the future, they are increasingly concerned
about the growing volume and cost of government regulations. Among the findings:
• The vast majority (81 percent) say regula-

tions weaken the appeal of owning a business.
• Nearly seven-in-ten (69 percent) say they
are “overwhelmed by regulations, rules, and
mandates,” including labor regulations,
health care mandates, tax codes and safety
guidelines.
• Less than half (44 percent) believe government regulations achieve their objectives.

Sheetz Placing Less
Emphasis On Gas
One of the founders of Pennsylvaniabased convenience store retailer Sheetz said

the chain is moving away from gasoline because “you don’t make money in the gas
business anymore,” reported the Cumberland Valley Business Journal. Lou Sheetz,
made the remark during a speech at the
Carlisle Rotary Club recently. He added,
however, that gas does “make people come
to your parking lot. Gasoline really drives
the food and beverage business, which is
where your profit is.” As such, he said the
company’s future is in a new format, which
is the Sheetz “convenience restaurant” that
can operate independently of gasoline sales.
The move away from gasoline and the concentration on food and beverage elements
has already started, with Sheetz’s first fullscale convenience restaurant—an upscale,
high-tech food court—already in place in
the company’s hometown of Altoona.

Visit the National Coalition
Website: www.ncasef.com

VETS COMPETE FOR
FRANCHISE FEE-FREE 7-ELEVEN
Seven military veterans are competing
for the opportunity to own a 7-Eleven
store without the expense of a franchise
fee. The seven semi-finalists of SEI’s Operation: Take Command contest were selected from almost 1,900 applications
received by 7-Eleven between January 11
and February 26, 2016. One especially
qualified and talented military veteran will
win a 7-Eleven store.
As part of the contest, the seven contestants posted their "Why I Should Win
Operation: Take Command" videos on 7Eleven's website and the public was invited
to view and vote on those videos from May
9 to May 22. The top three contenders will
be determined by the number of "Likes"
their video receives. These three finalists
will then have one-on-one interviews with
SEI President and CEO Joe DePinto, who
himself is former military. The winner will
be announced in June.

7REWARDS SNACK &
BEVERAGE COMBOS
SEI ran a "Hacks on Snacks" promotion throughout May and June to spotlight
unique snack and beverage combinations,
reported the Path to Purchase Institute.
During that time, the company offered
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members of its 7Rewards digital loyalty
program up to two new digital coupons on
beverages, snacks or both via its mobile
app. In stores, side panels adjacent to
Slurpee machines instructed shoppers to
text “hacks” to a promotional number to
receive text alerts on new deals. The offers
included the retailer's proprietary Slurpee
beverage free with purchase of a Nestle’s
SweeTarts candy, as well as a free chicken
sandwich with purchase of PepsiCo's new
1893 beverage. All the
offers introduced expired
on July 5. Mondelez International, Ferrara Candy
Co. and Hershey Co. are
the other manufacturers
that participated in the
promotion.

A SHARK WEEK
PROMOTION WITH TEETH
SEI took a bite out of the Discovery
Channel's 28th annual Shark Week TV
mega-event with a tasty 8-week promotion. Shark Week aired June 26 through
July 3. 7-Eleven’s shark swag during the
promo included Slurpee shark straws, 28ounce shark bite cups, 32-ounce fishbowl

cups and "Stay Hot" shark-themed coffee
cups, along with Blue Raspberry-flavored
Slurpee drinks, 7-Select Blue Gummi
Sharks and shark-themed donuts.
To create a feeding frenzy at participating stores, 7-Eleven also created delicious
snack combinations and weekly offers on
popular food and beverages. The collaboration with Discovery Channel and its
"Shark 'n' Awe" Shark Week programming
continued the yearlong Slurpee Fiftee celebration.

100% CAGE-FREE
EGGS BY 2025
7-Eleven, Inc. recently announced that
it will work with its suppliers toward a
goal of sourcing only cage-free eggs by
2025, based on available supply for all
stores in the U.S. and Canada. "7-Eleven
cares about the treatment of animals
and switching to cage-free eggs demonstrates our concern," said Jesus DelgadoJenkins, executive vice president and chief
merchandising officer for 7-Eleven. "We
believe that it is becoming important to
our customers for us to serve more humanely-sourced eggs."

SEI FUELS ACQUIRES NEW
ENGLAND FUEL CONTRACTS
SEI Fuels Services Inc.—7-Eleven's
wholesale fuel distribution subsidiary—recently closed on the sale of the contract
dealer business owned by New Englandbased Harbor Petroleum, which owns and
operates convenience stores and supplies
fuels throughout Connecticut, reported
CSP Daily News. Matrix Capital Markets
Group Inc. provided merger and acquisition advisory services to Harbor Petrocontinued next page

leum on the divestiture. SEI Fuel Services Inc. provides fuel distribution
services for convenience stores and other
businesses. It entered the wholesale fuel
business in 2012 when 7-Eleven acquired
the assets of TETCO Inc.

MEMORIAL DAY
WEEKEND SLURPEE BOGO
7-Eleven kicked off the "Hundred
Days of Summer" over the Memorial Day
weekend with a four-day, Buy One-Get
One Free Slurpee event at participating 7Eleven locations. During the event, which

was part of the company’s Slurpee Fiftee
festivity, on-the-go customers celebrating
Memorial Day Weekend were able to buy
any size or flavor Slurpee drink and receive
a second Slurpee drink the same size or
smaller, free. Both the purchased and free
Slurpee drinks counted toward the 7Rewards "Buy Six, Get the Seventh Free"
drink offer available on the 7-Eleven
smartphone app.

‘OPERATION CHILL’ TURNS 21
The Operation Chill program comes

of age in 2016, turning 21 the same year
that 7-Eleven and Slurpee lovers celebrate
the iconic drink's 50th birthday. Each year,
SEI helps thousands of local police officers
recognize the good guys, specifically the
young ones. This year is no different, as 7Eleven works with law enforcement agencontinued on page 96

Visit the National Coalition
Website: www.ncasef.com
continued from page 95

cies across the country to distribute free
Slurpee drink coupons through its popular community-service program. Big-city
departments and small-town forces alike
use the Slurpee coupons to enhance relationships with the young people of their
cities by rewarding them for good deeds,
positive activities and
acts of kindness.
Since the program's incep“SEI’s Operation
tion in 1995,
Chill program
more than 15
turns twenty-one
million Op-

this year.“

eration Chill coupons have been distributed
to hundreds of law enforcement agencies
across the country in areas where 7-Eleven
operates stores. During 2016, up to 1.28
million coupons will be issued nationally to
more than 940 law enforcement agencies;
most during the summer months and backto-school season.

ALLERGY ALERT: UNDECLARED
PEANUT IN COOKIES
In late April, SEI recalled fully baked

chocolate chunk, sugar and oatmeal raisin
cookies produced by CSM Bakery Solutions frozen cookie pucks because they
may have contained undeclared peanut.
People with an allergy or severe sensitivity
to peanuts ran the risk of serious or lifethreatening allergic reaction had they consumed these products, the company said
in a released statement. Fully baked cookies prepared from frozen pucks were distributed and sold prior to April 22 at 45
7-Eleven stores in Missouri, South Carolina and Texas. No illnesses have been reported to date.
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DairyPure Milk
A ‘Rising Star’

will help your business operate efficiently
and maximize productivity.
Time Warner is not just a cable company. They offer a dedicated account
DairyPure milk, a product of
team which includes your national acDean Foods Company, has been secount manager, customer service manlected as one of ten Rising Stars by
ager, sales engineer and technical
Information Resources, Inc. (IRI), the
support. You will have a specific cusleader in delivering powerful market
tomer contact number for any issues
and shopper information. Accordand questions. Time Warner Cable’s
ing to IRI, there are around 12,000
advanced fiber-rich network and true
new brands launched every year.
redundancy reduces outages and failures, and
IRI's Rising Star analysis has a strong hisDairyPure milk received “Rising Star” recognition by IRI.
its state-of-the-art Network Operations Center
tory of providing an early heads-up on the
monitors the network 24/7/365. These are just a few of the many benefits
New Product Pacesetters of the year to come, according to the analytics
of being a Time Warner Cable Business Class National Account.
company.
Call Time Warner Cable’s dedicated account team at 877-264-7659
Dean Foods launched DairyPure approximately one year ago in an eftoday
to see how their Internet and Phone solutions make powering your
fort to revolutionize the milk category as the country's first national
business convenient and easy.
branded fresh white milk brand. DairyPure milk contains no artificial
growth hormones and is continually quality tested to ensure consumers
enjoy fresh, local milk at every occasion. DairyPure is
available now nationwide in whole, 2% reduced fat,
1% low fat and skim/fat free milks in gallons, half
gallons and quarts.

Special Time Warner
Cable Pricing For
Franchisees
Take advantage of Time Warner Cable Business
Class special pricing and benefits specifically for 7Eleven franchisees. Time Warner Cable Business Class
knows the path to success begins with a deep understanding of your business challenges and requirements. That’s why they will partner with you to
carefully assess your needs and then recommend affordable and flexible solutions that fit your budget
and meet your evolving business demands. Time Warner
Cable’s industry-leadTime Warner Cable Business Class ing Business Class
Phone and highis offering special pricing and
benefits to 7-Eleven franchisees. speed Internet Access

Sour Patch Kids
Redberry Exclusively
At 7-Eleven
Introducing a 7-Eleven exclusive: Sour Patch
Kids Redberry, the “only the red ones” pack of Sour
Patch Kids! Released in conjunction with the muchanticipated Sour Patch Redberry Slurpee to celebrate
Slurpee’s 50th birthday, this candy offering is available
only at 7-Eleven and will fly off your shelves on the
tidal wave of Redberry buzz.
Make way for the sour patch kids Redberry rush with door-busting promotions
including:
• All Sour Patch Kids 5 oz. bags including the Exclusive
Sour Patch Kids Redberry 5 oz bags—2/$2.50
• All Sour Patch Kids Candy 2 oz. bags—2/$2.00
• All Stride Gum, including all Stride Sour Patch Kids
Gum, single packs—2/$2.00
Don’t let Redberry roll out without you. Order now and
make sure you have enough!
Sour Patch Kids Redberry is available only in 7-Eleven stores.
continued on page 100
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fun, unique, flavor enhancing Crunch Reactors help keep them coming
back for more. Don’t miss out on Stride Gum’s big time media spend,
which will drive traffic to your stores. Get
ready to crunch some bigger sales with
new Stride Gum!

Stride With New Two New Swisher
Look & Crunch Reactors Sweets BLK Tip
Cigarillos
New Stride Gum with Crunch Reactors is set to become the mad intense summertime gum experience teens and young adults have been
waiting to sink their teeth into! Three mighty mint flavors—Icy Mont,
Peppermint, Spearmint—and two “oh-so-juicy” fruit flavors—Lemonberry, Melopeach—will help pull in the customers, then Stride Gum’s

Swisher Sweets introduces two new
tastes to the line-up of its popular
Swisher Sweets BLK Tip Cigarillos, new
Swisher Sweets BLK Grape and Swisher

Cape Cod Limited Edition Bags
Snacks, pit stops and taking pictures along the way are part of every great road trip, so to
start summer off right, Cape Cod is introducing kettle-cooked potato chip-loving travelers to a
crunchy and delicious companion: the #RoadTripChip limited edition bags, sold only in convenience stores through Labor Day.
The bags are available in seven flavors and feature inviting images of famous U.S. landmarks
and picturesque destinations to inspire travelers to hit the road and enjoy the ride. Cape Cod is
even asking people to snap and share their road trip pictures along the way on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter using #RoadTripChip.
Each 2.5-ounce limited edition #RoadTripChip bag pairs a Cape Cod kettle-cooked potato
chip flavor with a popular destination, including:
• Cape Cod Original:
Boating on a lake

• Cape Cod Sweet & Spicy
Jalapeno: The Alamo

• Cape Sea Salt & Cracked
Pepper: Sandy beach

• Cape Cod Waffle Cut Sea Salt: • Cape Cod Sea Salt & Vinegar: • Cape Cod Waffle Cut
Golden Gate Bridge
The Statue of Liberty
Buffalo Cheddar:
Niagara Falls
• Cape Cod Sweet Mesquite

Swisher Sweets BLK Tip Cigarillos
in Grape and Berry.

Sweets BLK Berry. Enjoy the “scentsational” aroma and smooth smoke of
BLK’s pipe tobacco filler, a fusion of
hand-selected air and fire-cured tobaccos that deliver a unique taste like
no other tipped cigar.
Swisher Sweets BLK Grape and
Swisher Sweets BLK Berry are available now for shipment to retailers. All
BLK blends are offered in “Save on
2” and “2 for 99¢” pouches. To order
Swisher Sweets BLK Tip Cigarillos for
your store, contact your Swisher representative at 1-800-874-9720. For
more information, visit
www.swisherblk.com.

BBQ: Campsite

Perky Jerky
Now Available
All-natural, premium Perky Jerky
is known for its amazing bold flavors
and unique, tender texture. It’s also
better for you—high in protein, low
in fat, and gluten-free, with no niSeven flavors of Cape Cod #RoadTripChip bags feature images of popular landmarks.
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trites, preservatives or added
MSG. Perky Jerky is the perfect
healthy snack for anyone onthe-go. They are great complementary items to your current
meat snack set by attracting
new consumers to the category. Perky Jerky also adds exciting variety with the
All-natural Perky Jerky, known for
amazing flavors and tender texture.
innovative flavor Jammin’ Jamaican Turkey Jerky and its popular More Than Just Original Turkey Jerky.

New Monster
Flavor A ‘Gronk Spike’ To Sales
New England Patriots tight end Rob Gronkowski is a beast on the
football field and a party animal in the offseason. In other words, he’s a

Monster kind of guy. So who better to partner with on Monster’s latest all pro creation—Gronk? Monster has re-engineered the flavor and added its tried and true energy blend to
deliver the big bad buzz only Monster can. The association with
Rob gives Monster license to use the same color pallet as its
primary competitor by pulling design cues from his New England Patriots uniform. What does it taste like? A less sweet, European-style flavor with a Monster twist.

Trolli Sour Brite Crawlers
& Bites BOGO
Take advantage of a weirdly awesome deal on
Trolli Sour Brite Crawlers Original and NEW Trolli
Sour Brite Bites Blue Raspberry—Buy One Shipper, Get One FREE! The
Trolli Sour Brite
Crawlers Original and
Sour Brite Bites 48
count tray contains
Take advantage of Trolli
24 Trolli Sour Brite
Sour Brite’s “Buy One
Crawlers 5 oz. peg
Shipper, Get One Free”
and 24 Trolli Sour
special offer.
Brite Bites 5 oz. peg.
This offer is only available on the McLane Virtual
Trade Show at www.McLaneCo.com. The order window is August 1 to
September 13. Order using Ferrara Display Item # 41420-21611 or
McLane UIN 678870. The cost is $19.68 and the estimated Gross Margin is 77.1 percent. Shipped in one case.

NESTLÉ WATERS ANNOUNCES
PERRIER SALES CONTEST
Nestlé Waters has announced that it will launch its Perrier Sales Contest during P3. During the same period, the company is offering a special
deal on Perrier Sparkling Natural Mineral Water 0.5-liter PET bottles—2
for $2.22. Perrier is available in five flavors—Original (SLIN 241401), Citron-Lime (SLIN 243388), Green Apple (SLIN 247417), L’Orange (SLIN
248010), and Pink Grapefruit (SLIN 243727). More flavors mean more
sales! The five franchisees with the most sales in each Zone will win an
extraordinary prize. Contact your Market Manager for more details.
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Butterfinger’s Fantasy
Football Ultimate Draft
Party Contest
Butterfinger is offering a special promo this
fall: a Fantasy Football Ultimate Draft Party
Contest with a “2 for $3” Butterfinger
King consumer deal. Order the Ultimate
Draft Party Floor Stand Sidekick/Shipper
144 count Share Pack through McLane beginning August 15, 2016 (UIN 674309).
continued on page 104

continued from page 102

Marley Beverage Company
Unveils New Drinks

The contest and
promo run from
September to
October 2016. The shipper
Bob Marley lived naturally. He practiced a philosophy
Increase
potentially offers a 10 perof enjoying simple, unprocessed ingredients. Created
Butterfinger sales up to
cent
increase
in
Butterfinger
10 percent with the new Ultimate
in partnership with Bob Marley’s family, Marley BevDraft Party Floor Stand Sidekick. sales and contains: Butterfinerage Company is proud to introduce Mellow Mood
ger 2-Piece Bar 36 count, Butterfinger Cups 36 count, ButRelaxation teas, Zero Calorie Sparkling Waters, and
terfinger Cups Minis 36 count, and Butterfinger Bites 36
One Drop Premium ready-to-drink coffees.
count.
Inspired by Bob’s natural lifestyle and appreciation
Your customers could win a complete fantasy Football
for all that life offers, every Mellow Mood decafDraft Party in Las Vegas including airfare for up to 12 people,
feinated tea and zero calorie sparkling water gives
three nights in a MGM Grand Sky Loft luxury suite, spending
you a delicious and refreshing way to relax, come
money and more! Plus 7-Eleven prizes including season tickback to center and get set to enjoy wherever the moets, game tickets to see the fantasy players live, apparel and New Mellow Mood Relaxation teas, Zero ment takes you. With six flavors of tea, and three
Calorie Sparkling Waters and One Drop of sparkling waters to choose from, there is a flamerchandise!
Premium ready-to-drink coffees.

continued on page 106

Sweeten Your Candy Sales With New SweeTarts Items
Nestlé Confections introduces new SweeTarts candies to help
boost your summertime sales. The SweeTarts brand is the second
fastest growing everyday sugar brand, and is the strongest category brand in delivering engaging textural experiences. SweeTarts also has a $40 million three-year communication plan
driving national consumer engagement.
SweeTarts Chewy Sour Share
Pack—SweeTarts contributed to
51 percent of the Total Chewy format growth and Sour SweeTarts is
the #1 consumer requested SweeTarts item, ensuring that SweeTarts Chewy Sour Share Pack will
be a success. Suggested Retail is
$1.89, Show Deal is $0.11, Expected Profit is
$0.94, and Expected Margin is 56
percent.
SweeTarts Giant Chewy Single—In consumer tests, SweeTarts
Giant Chewy Single’s new packaging
design increased purchase intent 13
percent by providing differentiation
among formats. Suggested Retail is $1.29,
104
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BB Deal is $0.06, Expected
Profit is $0.75, and Expected Margin is 60 percent.
SweeTarts Mini
Gummy Bites Share
Pack—Deliciously tangy,
chewy gummies, specifically designed in mini form for a fun eating experience. They’re
bursting with a variety of juicy, mouthwatering SweeTarts flavors, all in one bag! Suggested Retail is $1.89, Show Deal is
$0.11, Expected Profit is
$0.94, and Expected Margin
is 56 percent.
SweeTarts Rope Share
Pack—Customers’ favorite
SweeTarts flavors have
come together in a fantastically soft and chewy rope with a tangy cherry
punch filling. SweeTarts Rope is the #1 sugar
item in dollar sales per point of distribution. Suggested Retail is $1.89, BB Deal is $0.11, Expected
Profit is $0.94, and Expected Margin is 56 percent.
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Uptime Energy’s new eyecatching package design
will attract new customers.

vor for everyone. Now packaged in 16-ounce
aluminum cans.
Bob lived life to its fullest. He reveled in
moments that made life most rewarding for
him. One Drop helps you do the same by
combining its bold Jamaican coffee blend,
with rich, creamy sweetness. Live life’s
sweetest moments, passionately. With four
iconic flavors—Vanilla, Mocha, Banana
Split, and Vanilla Chocolate Swirl—there is
a flavor to satisfy all tastes, savor the Moment with One Drop. Now available in 12ounce aluminum cans.

New & Improved Uptime Energy
Uptime Energy Drinks is now available in a new 12-ounce aluminum
bottle design that will catch your customer’s eye. Uptime contains 142mg
of caffeine, nearly as much as a 12-ounce cup of premium brewed coffee,
and has zero sodium. It’s made with quality ingredients like ginseng, ginko
biloba and coenzyme q10 to deliver a perfect boost of balanced energy
without the intense rush or crash. Available in Original and Sugar Free, Uptime features a clear, refreshing, sparkling blend of orange, lemon and lime
flavors with cognitive enhancing ingredients to promote clarity and focus.

Al Capone Unveils
New Sweet Cigar
Just like Al Capone’s popular Sweets Cigarillos, the new
Sweet panatella cigar is handrolled in a premium natural leaf
wrapper and dipped in cognac for a sweetness on
the lips. Individually
sealed in a tube for
freshness, the Sweet
Al Capone’s new hand- Cigar is made of the
rolled Sweet Cigar—
finest San Antonio
high-profit potential.
tobacco wrappers
from Brazil and offers the same great Al
Capone taste consumers love. Double the weight of the
standard Al Capone cigarillo, the Sweet Cigar is a larger, longer
smoke. Slick and convenient packaging with innovative and eyecatching displays have high-profit potential for the minimal (20/1pk) display
footprint. For more information
visit www.alcaponeus.com.

Advertiser’s Index
Acosta ....................................22-23
Anheuser Busch ..........................52
Aon Risk Services ........................50
Argo Tea........................................65
Big Red ........................................37
Blue Bunny ............................28-29
Chobani........................................61
Coca-Cola..............................cover 2
Dean Foods ..................................27
Diageo Guinness ........................19
Don Miguel ..................................10
Dr Pepper Snapple ......................17
Duracell........................................75
Ferrero..........................................42
FM ................................................96
106
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Heineken......................................14
Hormel ........................................81
International Cigar ......................93
Johnson&Johnson ..................54,77
Kellogg's ........................................8
Kerry ............................................62
Kretek International ........87,cover 4
Lindt ..........................................105
Living Essentials ..........................44
Logic Ecig................................56-57
Marley Beverage ....................58-59
Mars Ice Cream ............................31
Maruchan/Yonnell Adv................34
McLane ........................................73
Mondelez ....................................11

Monster........................................21
Nestle Confections & Snacks........47
Nestle Ice Cream ..........................48
Nestle Professional ......................67
Nestle Waters ................................6
Ocean Spray ................................89
P&G ..............................................4
Penzoil..........................................97
Pepsi ............................................71
Pepsi Quaker ................................68
Perfetti Van Mele ........................39
Perky Jerky ................................101
Reynolds American......................79
Santa Fe Tobacco........................103
Seneca....................................40-41

Shamrock ....................................38
Simply Orange........................12-13
Smoky Mountain ........................82
Swedish Match ....................5,51,85
Swisher ....................................9,83
Time Warner ................................92
Trolli..............................................95
Unilever Good Humor/Breyers ........
..............................................3,7,69
Uptime ........................................98
White Castle ................................91
Whitewave Foods ........................25
Wrigley ................................cover 3
Windsor........................................32

$name game winner Sunil Patel, Jackson, NJ$
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Greater Seattle FOA Midwest FOA Illinois
Holiday Party With Holiday Showcase
Tabletop Trade Show (venue to be announced)
(venue to be announced)
December 10, 2016
Phone: 425-308-1216

National
Coalition
41st Annual
Convention &
Trade Show

December 14, 2016
Phone: 847-971-9457

San Diego FOA
Holiday Party

FOA Of Greater
Los Angeles
Holiday Party

Viejas Casino & Resort
Alpine, California
December 10, 2016
Phone: 619-713-2411

Diamond Bar Center
Diamond Bar, California
December 16, 2016
Phone: 951-766-7490

Caesars Palace
Las Vegas Hotel
Las Vegas, Nevada
July 24-28, 2016
Trade Show:
July 27-28, 2016
Register now at
www.NCASEF.COM!

FOA Board Meeting Dates
7-Eleven FOAC
Phone: 847-278-7415

Phone: 951-766-7490

Phone: 847-971-9457

July 2016—No Meeting
August 23, 2016
September 20, 2016
October 18, 2016
November 15, 2016

September 14, 2016—Michigan
September 22, 2016—Illinois

Cal-Neva FOA

Phone: 425-308-1216

July 20, 2016
August 17, 2016
September 21, 2016
October 19, 2016
November 16, 2016
December 21, 2016

Central Florida FOA
Phone: 407-683-2692
August 18, 2016
November 17, 2016
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Midwest FOA

July 21, 2016
August 25, 2016
September 22, 2016
October 27, 2016
November 15, 2016
December 15, 2016

Phone: 775-826-7111

108

FOA Of Greater LA

Greater Seattle FOA
August 10, 2016—Board Meeting
October 2016—Board Meeting
October 27, 2016—Dinner Meeting
November 30, 2016—Board Meeting

Metro New Jersey FOA
Phone: 908-232-1336
All meetings include tabletop trade
shows.Vendors are welcomed to
participate.
July 14, 2016
September 22, 2016
November 17, 2016

San Francisco/
Monterey Bay FOA
Phone: 510-693-1492

Northern California
FOA
Phone: 916-412-3702
August 17, 2016
September 21, 2016
October 19, 2016
November 16, 2016

San Diego FOA

February 16, 2016
July 12, 2016
August 9, 2016
September 13, 2016
October 11, 2016
November 8, 2016

Southern California
FOA

Phone: 619-713-2411

Phone: 626-255-8555

July 21, 2016
August 18, 2016
September 15, 2016
October 20, 2016

July 2016—No Meeting
August 10, 2016
September 7, 2016
October 12, 2016
November 9, 2016
December 2016—No Meeting
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foa events
Columbia Pacific FOA
Annual Golf Tournament
Langdon Farms Golf Club
Aurora, Oregon
July 14, 2016
Phone: 503-516-3483

7-Eleven FOAC
Family Picnic
Busse Woods Grove
Elk Grove Village, Illinois
July 16, 2016
Phone: 847-278-7415

Chesapeake Division FOA
Annual Dinner Cruise
National Harbor, Maryland
July 8, 2016
Phone: 571-344-2781

Rocky Mountain FOA
Golf Tournament
Murphy Creek Golf Course
Aurora, Colorado
August 9, 2016
Phone: 719-339-9518

Rocky Mountain FOA
Trade Show
Crowne Plaza Denver
Airport Convention Center
Denver, Colorado
August 10, 2016
Phone: 719-339-9518

San Diego FOA
Del Mar Horse Races
Del Mar Thoroughbred Club
Del Mar, California
August 26, 2016
Phone: 619-713-2411

NCASEF

board

San Diego FOA
Vendor Party

meetings

AleSmith Brewing Company
San Diego, California
September 8, 2016
Phone: 619-713-2411

National Coalition
Board of Directors
Meeting

Greater Seattle FOA
Picnic With Tabletop

AleSmith Brewing Company
San Diego, California
September 13, 2016
Phone: 619-713-2411

Caesars Palace
Las Vegas Hotel
Las Vegas, Nevada
July 24-28, 2016
Trade Show:
July 27-28, 2016

Alliance Of 7-Eleven
Franchisees
Holiday Party &
Tabletop Trade Show
(venue to be announced)
December 2, 2016
Phone: 630-202-1538

Northern California FOA
Annual Christmas Party

TriState FOSE
Midwest FOA
Association
Michigan Annual Charity Charity Golf Tournament

(venue to be announced)
December 2, 2016
Phone: 916-412-3702

Golf Outing
(venue to be announced)
August 10, 2016
Phone: 847-971-9457

Little Bennett Golf Course
Clarksburg, Maryland
September 14, 2016
Phone: 301-572-6811

Columbia Pacific FOA
Vendor Appreciation
Party

Greater Seattle FOA
Golf Tournament

7-Eleven FOAC
Holiday Party
Trade Show

(venue to be announced)
August 15, 2016
Phone: 425-308-1216
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Holiday Inn North Shore
Skokie, Illinois
November 11, 2016
Phone: 847-278-7415

National Coalition
Board of Directors
Meeting

National Coalition
41st Annual Convention
& Trade Show

Southern California FOA
Annual Charity Golf
Tournament

San Diego FOA
Vendor Appreciation
Event

Hilton Head Marriott
Hilton Head Island,
South Carolina
October 24-25, 2016

Hilton Head Marriott
Hilton Head Island,
Caesars Palace Las Vegas Hotel South Carolina
Las Vegas, Nevada
October 26-28, 2016
July 22-24, 2016

Trade Show
(venue to be announced)
September 10, 2016
Phone: 425-308-1216

TPC Valencia
Stevenson Ranch, California
September 12, 2016
Phone: 626-255-8555

National Coalition
Affiliate Meeting

Embassy Suites by Portland Airport
Portland, Oregon
December 2, 2016
Phone: 360-513-0289

Southern California FOA
Holiday Party
(venue to be announced)
December 3, 2016
Phone: 626-255-8555

Central Florida FOA
Holiday Party
(venue to be announced)
Orlando, Florida
December 10, 2016
Phone: 407-897-7484

Midwest FOA
Michigan Holiday
Showcase
(venue to be announced)
December 7, 2016
Phone: 847-971-9457
continued on page 109

